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ABSTRACT 

ROUTING AND CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT SCHEMES  

FOR INTERFERENCE AVOIDANCE IN  

WIRELESS MESH NETWORKS 

Fawaz Saleem Bokhari, PhD. 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2012 

Supervising Professor:  Dr. Gergely Záruba 

This dissertation presents efficient routing and channel assignment schemes for 

interference avoidance in wireless mesh networks (WMNs). The most significant contributions 

of this dissertation are the development and design of two routing algorithms that help in 

improving network throughput by selecting less interference paths both for single and multiple 

radio WMNs and the design of an intelligent channel assignment scheme which increases the 

overall network capacity by assigning partially overlapped channels having less interference 

among neighboring ones for multi radio multi channel wireless mesh networks (MRMC-WMNs).  

For single radio single channel WMNs, we propose AMIRA (Ant Mesh routing for 

InteRference Avoidance), an interference-aware routing protocol designed to improve load 

balancing by avoiding inter and intra flow interference in a typical mesh backbone network. 

AMIRA is based on the framework of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) which is a meta-heuristic 

approach for stochastically solving a problem. ACO is used together with our local heuristic 

technique to avoid interference within and among packet flows. In AMIRA, each node uses 

MAC level information to measure link qualities which helps in selecting reduced interference 
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paths thus resulting in improved load balancing in addition to the auto load balancing feature of 

the ACO framework. We demonstrate through simulations that AMIRA quickly converges to the 

best path when traffic characteristics change. We tune the parameters of AMIRA to study the 

effect on the performance of routing load and end-to-end delay. Our simulation results 

demonstrate that under congestion, AMIRA gives increased throughput and low end-to-end 

delay when compared to other existing ant-based routing protocols because of its interference 

aware technique and stochastic data forwarding nature. 

We then extend our work of AMIRA to develop a forwarding architecture-AntMesh that 

is designed for both single and multiple radio infrastructure WMNs and take care of both inter 

and intra flow interferences. AntMesh is a distributed interference-aware data forwarding 

architecture based on smart ants. In addition, we also propose a novel routing metric called Ant 

Routing Metric (ARM) designed to effectively utilize the space/channel diversity typically 

common in infrastructure WMNs. One interesting result of our investigation is that AntMesh has 

the capability to discover high throughput paths with less inter-flow and intra-flow interference 

when conventional wireless network routing protocols and metrics fail to do so. This conclusion 

is based on extensive evaluation and testing of AntMesh under various network scenarios both 

on fixed nodes mesh networks and on mobile WMN scenarios. The results obtained show 

AntMesh's advantages that make it a valuable candidate to operate in MRMC mesh networks. 

In the design of any WMN channel assignment scheme, understanding and mitigating 

interference is one of the fundamental issues. Therefore, we address the problem of channel 

assignment considering partially overlapping channels (POCs) for interference avoidance in 

multi radio multi channel wireless mesh networks (MRMC-WMNs). A novel interference capture 

model is proposed which provides a systematic approach of measuring the interference caused 

by links operating on POCs. This model takes both the adjacent channel interference and the 
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corresponding physical distance between mesh nodes into account. Based on this model, we 

design a centralized and a distributed interference-aware channel assignment algorithm called i-

POCA which enables the use of smart ants for assigning orthogonal and non-orthogonal 

channels to radios in order to minimize total network interference. We evaluate our algorithms 

through extensive simulations and demonstrate that our proposed algorithms improve network 

throughput by efficient utilization of the available spectrum. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of wireless mesh networks (WMN) has emerged as a promising 

technology for the provision of affordable and low cost solutions for a wide range of applications 

such as broadband wireless internet access in developing regions with no or limited wired 

infrastructure, security surveillance, and emergency networking; where public safety teams like 

firefighters can still be connected with the help of just-in-time mesh nodes mounted on street 

poles. The main reason for this vast acceptance of mesh networks in the industry and academia 

is because of its self-maintenance and resiliency feature and the low cost of wireless routers. In 

addition, the self-forming feature of WMN makes the deployment of a mesh network easy 

thereby affording scalability to the network. Mesh networks of most commercial interests are 

characterized as fixed backbone WMNs where mesh nodes (routers or access points) are 

generally static and are mostly supplied by a permanent power source. Such a wireless mesh 

network architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.1, consisting of mesh routers, clients, and gateway 

nodes. Mesh routers (MR) communicate with peers in a multi hop fashion such that packets are 

mostly transmitted over multiple wireless links (hops). Nodes forward packets to other nodes 

that are not within direct transmission range of each other through these MRs. Routers which 

are connected to the outside world are called gateway nodes (GWN). GWNs carry traffic in and 

out of the mesh network. The collection of such routers and gateway nodes connected together 

in a multi hop fashion form the basis for an infrastructure WMN (also called backbone mesh). 

Moreover, the multi hop packet transmission in an infrastructure WMN extends the area of 

wireless broadband coverage without wiring the network and therefore enables the integration 
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of mesh networks with other existing wireless networks such as cellular and ad hoc networks 

(sensor, & vehicular), 802.11 WLAN (Wi-Fi) and 802.16 based broadband wireless (WiMax) [1].  

WMNs can be classified based on the number of radios on a mesh router i.e. in single 

radio mesh networks each node in the mesh network is equipped with only one radio; in multi 

radio mesh networks multiple radios are installed on each mesh node in the backbone mesh. 

Depending upon the radio to channel allocation(also called interface to channel assignment), 

mesh networks can be further classified into single radio single channel (SRSC), single radio 

multi channel (SRMC), multi radio single channel (MRSC) and multi radio multi channel 

(MRMC) wireless mesh networks. In a SRSC-WMN, as the name suggests, all nodes are 

configured to the same channel; this ensures network connectivity. However, the capacity of the 

network is greatly affected as all nodes are competing for channel access and therefore, 

interference minimization becomes a major issue. SRMC-WMNs can achieve parallel 

transmissions by configuring different orthogonal channels (OCs) to radios belonging to different 

nodes, thus improving network capacity. However, such networks severely suffer from network 

disconnections due to having a single radio on each node and thus facing the exposed terminal 

problem. In MRSC-WMNs, nodes are equipped with multiple radios and all of radios in the 

network are configured to the same channel. This type of network does not give any 

improvement; it actually performs worse than SRSC because the number of contending links is 

increased due to multiple radios on a mesh node. In, MRMC-WMNs, with the availability of off-

the-shelf, low cost, IEEE 802.11 based networking hardware, it is possible to incorporate 

multiple radio interfaces operating in different radio channels on a single mesh router. This 

enables a potential large improvement in the capacity of mesh networks compared to all the 

previously listed forms of mesh networks [2]. 
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Figure 1.1 A typical wireless mesh network architecture 
 

1.1. Interference in Wireless Mesh Networks 

In a typical WMN, flows on links belonging to different nodes compete with each other 

in accessing the wireless medium. This results in possible interference among nodes and thus 

has the potential to severely affect WMN performance. Multiple types of interferences exist in a 

mesh network depending upon the flow characteristics and variable interface to channel 

configurations. We first explain what these different types of flow interferences are, particularly 

in an infrastructure WMN. Then, we will describe another classification of interferences that 
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exists in mesh networks based on the configuration of the channels to radios and also on the 

number of radios installed in a particular node.  

1.1.1 Flow based Interference 

Inter-flow Interference: This type of interference occurs when neighboring nodes 

carrying different flows compete for channel access when they transmit on the same channel 

(as depicted in Figure 1.2.a). To reduce this type of interference, whenever a node is involved in 

a transmission, its neighboring nodes should not communicate at the same time with other 

nodes on the same channel.  

Intra-flow Interference: Nodes on the path of a same flow compete with each other for 

channel access when they transmit (packets belonging to the same flow) on the same channel. 

This is referred to as intra-flow interference and is depicted in Figure 1.2 (b).  

 
Figure 1.2 Flow based interference. (a) Inter-flow interference (b) Intra-flow interference 

 

1.1.2 Interference based on Interface to Channel Configuration 

A wireless mesh network utilizing both orthogonal and non-orthogonal channels suffers 

from interferences which can be characterized as follows. 

Co-channel Interference (CCI): This is the most common type of interference, shown in 

Figure 1.3 (a) that exists in almost all wireless networks. It refers to the fact that radios 
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belonging to two nodes, operating on the same channel would interfere with each other, if they 

are within the interference range of each other. This effectively means that parallel 

communication from two separate in-range nodes is not possible if such type of interference 

exist in a mesh network. 

Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI): This happens mostly when radios on two 

separate nodes are configured to partially overlapping channels. For example, in Figure 1.3 (b), 

a radio on node A is configured to channel-4 while another radio at neighboring node C is 

configured to channel-1; then the transmission from either node would experience some sort of 

partial interference. This type of interference also restricts parallel communication depending on 

the channel separation and the physical distance between the two nodes.  

Self Interference (SI): This is defined as transmission from a node interfering with one 

of its own transmissions. This is typically related to situations when nodes are equipped with 

multiple radios in a mesh network. Therefore, parallel communication cannot be achieved 

among multiple radios installed on a node, unless they are configured on completely orthogonal 

channels as shown in Figure 1.3 (c). 

All of the above types of interference issues have to be considered when designing 

routing and channel assignment algorithms to exploit the full potential of the available wireless 

spectrum.  
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Figure 1.3 Types of interferences (a) co-channel interference (b) adjacent channel interference 

(c) self interference 
 

1.2. Motivation and Objectives 

Wireless mesh networks have some unique characteristics that set them apart from 

other existing wireless networks such as MANETs and sensor networks. For example, nodes(at 

least backbone router nodes) in a typical infrastructure mesh network are generally static and 

have no significant constraints on power consumption, as opposed to MANETs, where nodes 

have limited power capacity and are mostly mobile. Similarly, due to the shared nature of 

wireless medium, nodes compete with each other for channel access when they transmit on the 

same channel resulting in possible interference among the nodes. Unlike MANETs, where traffic 

could flow between any pair of mobile nodes, data flows in WMNs are typically between mesh 

nodes and Internet gateways. In general, traffic flows are saturated on certain paths in a WMN. 

Therefore load balancing is necessary to avoid hot spots and to increase network utilization. 

(Poor routes may exist for a long time in a static network and are likely to result in congestion 

and inefficient use of network resources). Furthermore, the fact that the nodal density in a 

typical WMN is high compared to other wireless networks, make the flow interference issue in 

WMNs more severe. 
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Routing and channel assignment in WMNs has been an active area of research for the 

last several years. In general, routing algorithms deal with discovering efficient data paths to 

forward network traffic and channel assignment provides link configuration to channels in such a 

way that the network throughput is improved by reducing link interference, thereby eventually 

increasing the network capacity. Designing efficient routing algorithms and channel assignment 

techniques in single and MRMC-WMNs are challenging problems mainly because of two 

reasons: i) the existence of network interference, and ii) the issue of load balancing in WMNs. 

Normally, in a typical multi radio mesh network, the total number of radios within the network is 

significantly higher than the number of available channels in the network (e.g. 11 channels in 

802.11 b/g). This forces many links to operate on the same (set of) channels, resulting in 

possible interference among transmissions. The existence of such interference if not accounted 

for, can affect the capacity of the network by decreasing the throughput and may result in poor 

network performance. Therefore, understanding and mitigating interference has become one of 

the fundamental issues in MRMC-WMNs. Incorporating techniques to specifically address these 

challenges in WMN routing protocols and channel assignment schemes could improve the 

overall network flow capacity or performance of individual flows in the network. Apart from this, 

a routing or channel assignment algorithm for WMNs should also be adaptive, robust and self-

healing which are common desired features for these types of algorithms in the wireless 

domain. A lot of research has been done in designing routing and channel assignment solutions 

to solve this problem [2, 5-8, 11, 14, 16, 21, 22, 34-48]. 

1.3. Contribution of this Dissertation 

This thesis is focused specifically on designing routing and channel assignment 

schemes for interference avoidance in WMNs. In particular, we propose two routing algorithms 

that help improve network throughput by selecting less interference paths both for single and 
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multiple radio WMNs. Moreover, we also present an intelligent channel assignment scheme 

which increases the overall network capacity by assigning partially overlapped channels 

(achieving less interference among neighboring nodes) for MRMC-WMNs. The main emphasis 

of our work is on how to improve throughput, provide efficient load balancing, achieve 

interference avoidance and increase network capacity in WMNs. In addition, this dissertation 

provides a comprehensive evaluation of our proposed routing and channel assignment 

schemes spanning from rigorous simulation testing to the actual evaluation of some of the 

proposed techniques on a real test-bed deployed at our university. In summary, the primary 

contributions of this thesis are as follows: 

• By addressing the problem of packet routing for interference avoidance in infrastructure 

mesh networks, we designed a novel routing algorithm that incorporate techniques to 

specifically address the above mentioned unique characteristics of WMNs. The result is 

AMIRA; which is an interference-aware routing protocol designed to improve load 

balancing by avoiding interference in a typical single radio single channel (SRSC) mesh 

backbone network. AMIRA enables the use of smart ants acting as intelligent agents to 

probabilistically and concurrently perform the routing and data forwarding together with 

our local heuristic technique to avoid interference among packet flows. This custom 

designed local heuristic technique uses MAC level information to measure link qualities 

which helps in selecting reduced interference paths thus resulting in improved load 

balancing. One of the salient features of our proposed routing algorithm is that it is 

among the first work that studied the use of such bio-inspired agents i.e. ants for 

efficient packet routing in wireless mesh networks. (Almost all the previous research 

endeavors on ant-based routing were targeted on wired packet data networks and 

mobile ad-hoc networks). 
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• We studied the stability of AMIRA, i.e., how quickly it adapts itself to the changing 

dynamics of the network. We demonstrated that AMIRA quickly converges to the best 

path under situations when traffic characteristics change. We have also shown that 

under congestion, AMIRA gives increased throughput and low end-to-end delay when 

compared to other existing routing protocols because of its interference aware 

technique and stochastic data forwarding nature. 

• One of the limitations of AMIRA is that it is designed for single radio single channel 

WMNs and therefore, only takes care of the inter-flow interference in WMNs. We 

extended our work to develop a forwarding architecture that is designed for both single- 

and multi-radio infrastructure WMNs and take care of both inter-flow and intra-flow 

interferences. We introduced AntMesh, a distributed interference-aware data forwarding 

architecture based on smart ants. For this, we designed a novel routing metric called 

Ant Routing Metric (ARM),with the sole purpose to effectively utilize the space/channel 

diversity typically common in infrastructure WMNs. One interesting result of our 

investigation is that AntMesh has the capability to discover high throughput paths with 

less inter- and intra-flow interferences while conventional wireless network routing 

protocols and metrics fail to do so. This conclusion is based on extensive evaluation 

and testing of AntMesh under various network scenarios, e.g., on both fixed and mobile 

node WMNs. The results obtained show AntMesh's advantages that make it a valuable 

candidate to operate in MRMC mesh networks. 

• We have developed a channel assignment scheme which considers the use of partially 

overlapping channels (POCs) for interference avoidance in the context of 802.11 b/g 

based MRMC-WMNs. The basic idea was to make the whole available wireless 

spectrum usable to nodes for channel selection based on the interference each channel 
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is experiencing. The first step in developing mechanisms which take advantage of the 

partial overlap is to build a model that captures this overlap in a quantitative fashion. 

Therefore, we proposed the partial overlapped interference graph (POIG) model, which 

is a weighted undirected interference graph and models an 802.11b based MRMC-

WMN employing partially overlapped channels. Our custom designed weight function in 

the POIG models both the interference effects of POC and the corresponding physical 

distance between mesh nodes operating on those adjacent channels. This lead us to 

designing i-POCA; a channel assignment scheme which enables the use of smart ants 

for assigning orthogonal and partially overlapped channels (non-orthogonal) to radios in 

order to minimize total network interference and also to fully utilize the available 802.11 

spectrum. Two versions of i-POCA, i.e. centralized (i-POCA-C) and distributed one (i-

POCA-D) are presented in this thesis and compared with other existing partially 

overlapped channel assignment techniques. We showed that i-POCA performs well 

when compared to others in terms of throughput and channel utilization mainly because 

of the efficient allocation of partially overlapped channels resulting in more parallel 

communication thereby increasing overall network capacity. This also indirectly 

validates that our proposed POIG model models the interferences quite accurately most 

of the time. 

Several results presented in this dissertation have also been published in peer-

reviewed publications [23 – 27, 64, 65]. 

1.4. Organization of this Dissertation 

Chapter 2 summarizes prior research in routing and channel assignment in WMNs. Two 

classes of routing algorithms are described: i) heuristics based techniques, and ii) swarm 
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intelligence based techniques. A survey of existing channel assignment schemes exploiting 

partially overlapping (non-orthogonal) channels is also presented in this chapter.  

Chapter 3 presents the formulation of our packet routing algorithm for interference 

avoidance in single radio WMNs. It starts with the description of smart ants, the rational on the 

use of such ants for routing in WMNs and what are some of the particular characteristics that 

those smart ants should have in order to perform the required task of routing. Then the design 

of the AMIRA routing approach is presented for smart ant based interference avoidance in 

WMNs. This is followed by a simulation evaluation, comparing results with other, competing 

approaches. 

Chapter 4 extends Chapter 2 and presents AntMesh: a forwarding architecture based 

on smart ants for multi radio multi channel WMNs. We describe the AntMesh architecture by 

first explaining the smart ant packet structure and other data structures used for efficient data 

forwarding. Our novel ant routing metric (ARM) for calculating routing paths is presented and 

the necessary properties of this ARM metric are described. We then design rules for capturing 

inter and intra flow interference by the ARM metric and discuss why these rules are important 

by explaining the limitations of existing metrics. Finally, we provide extensive performance 

evaluation of AntMesh comparing it with existing approaches and show its viability.  

Chapter 5 presents a novel channel assignment scheme considering partially 

overlapping channels for interference avoidance in MRMC-WMNs. We first propose an 

interference model called partially overlapping interference graph (POIG), which provides a 

systematic approach of measuring the interference caused by links operating on POCs (by 

taking into account both the adjacent channel interference and the corresponding physical 

distance between mesh nodes). We then design a centralized and a distributed interference-

aware channel assignment algorithm called i-POCA which enables the use of smart ants for 
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assigning orthogonal and non-orthogonal channels to radios in order to minimize total network 

interference. We evaluate our algorithms through extensive simulations and demonstrate that i-

POCA improves network throughput by efficient utilization of the available spectrum. 

Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation and discusses our future work. 
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CHAPTER 2  

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

This chapter discusses work related to routing and channel assignment algorithms in 

wireless mesh networks. Section 2.1 presents an overview of some of the popular routing 

algorithms in single and multi-radio wireless mesh networks. We also provide a brief 

introduction to the framework of ant colony optimization. Section 2.2 presents existing 

approaches to channel assignment in wireless networks based on partially overlapping 

channels.  

2.1. Overview of Routing Algorithms 

Generally, routing algorithms can be defined as multi-objective optimization problems in 

a dynamic stochastic environment. However, formalizing routing as such optimization problem 

requires complete knowledge of traffic flows between each node in the network; this is 

prohibitively difficult to model in the presence of rapidly changing network dynamics (found not 

only in typical WMNs but in any intra- or internet). Therefore, heuristic policies are often used to 

create quasi-optimal routing in WMNs. Most of the existing routing protocols in WMNs use 

traditional routing algorithms such as distance vector routing (AODV) [3] and link state routing 

(OLSR) [4] in order to calculate the shortest path among nodes in the network. Moreover, once 

the route is calculated in these protocols, data forwarding is performed deterministically. 

However, optimization criteria for determining the shortest path (also called routing metric) have 

received significant research attention in the past few years. There has been a significant body 

of research in designing efficient heuristic based routing protocols and metrics for WMNs (for a 

quick overview see [5 - 8]). In the wired networking domains, a new family of routing algorithms 
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has been proposed based on swarm intelligence by Dorigo et al. called Ant Colony Optimization 

(ACO) framework [9, 10], which is a meta-heuristic approach for solving hard optimization 

problems. 

2.1.1 Ant Colony Optimization 

ACO algorithms draw their inspiration from the behavior of real ants, which are known 

to find the shortest path between their nest and a food source by a process where they deposit 

pheromones along trails (acting like a local message exchange in a communication network). 

Ants generally start out moving at random, however, when they encounter a previously laid trail, 

they can decide to follow it, thus reinforcing the trail with their own pheromone substance. This 

collective behavior is a form of an autocatalytic process where the more ants follow a trail, the 

more attractive that trail becomes to be followed by future ants. This process is thus 

characterized as a positive feedback loop, where the probability with which an ant chooses a 

path increases with the number of ants that previously chose the same path [10]. Hence, in 

ACO artificial ants probabilistically build a solution iteratively by taking into account pheromone 

trails or/and local heuristic information as well. Since, artificial ants move stochastically instead 

of deterministically, they explore a wide variety of possible solutions to a problem, 

independently, and in parallel.  

In applying ACO to network routing, the problem is reduced to finding shortest path 

between each pair of nodes in a network much like in conventional distance-vector (DV) or link 

state routing (LS) protocols. Artificial ants are relatively small in size and are embodied by 

special routing packets. They can be piggybacked over data packets; in this way more frequent 

control information can be transmitted on the network when compared to traditional routing 

packets which could carry tables with them. Another promising feature of ACO based routing 

algorithms over traditional routing algorithms is their ability to produce good suboptimal 
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solutions in a very short period of time [11]. Similarly, the way routing is performed, the 

forwarding tables are built and data packets are forwarded is different from those of 

conventional routing protocols (DV and LS).Previous research efforts concentrated on using 

ACO framework for efficient data forwarding in wired packet data networks [11, 12, 13] and 

mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) [14- 22]. For wireless mesh networks, we presented an 

interference-aware routing scheme based on ACO framework for single and multi-radio WMNs 

in [23 - 27].  

2.1.1.1 Basic Algorithm 

Applications of ACO generally fall into two categories namely i) static combinatorial 

optimization problems such as solutions for asymmetric traveling salesman problem [28, 29], 

graph coloring problem [30] and ii) dynamic combinatorial optimization problems such as routing 

in data networks [11, 12] which is the focus of our research. 

Ants (small probing packets) are launched from each network node to a randomly 

selected destination node. When an ant k is at an intermediate node i, it selects the next node j 

according to a probabilistic decision rule which is a function of a local pheromone value 

(maintained by node i) and some heuristic information [31]. Equation 2.1 shows the function 

used for calculating this probability:  
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where ji,η
 is the local heuristic value calculated a priori and models the time required 

to send a packet from node i to node j; α and β are the relative influence of the pheromone 
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value and the heuristic information respectively; kN
 is the list of neighbors of node i that ant k 

has not visited yet.  

Each node maintains a pheromone table which contains the probability (or fitness) of 

selecting the next hop in order to reach a specific destination. Doing this, ants traveling to a 

specific destination collect information about the quality of their path and once they reach the 

destination, track back to the source, and update the pheromone table at each intermediate 

node thus emulating laying down the pheromone track. The update of the pheromone table 

during the backward trip is done by increasing the pheromone value of the link over which the 

ant arrived as shown in Equation 2.2:  

( )2.2,, τττ ∆+= jiji  

 

Similarly, the pheromone values of all the other neighbors of that node i are decreased 

as shown in Equation 2.3: 
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Hence, the routing information is collected through the sampling of paths by the ants 

(generated independently at each node in the network). Since ants sample complete paths 

repeatedly and concurrently, routing information is updated in a pure Monte-Carlo fashion.  

2.1.2 Ant-based Routing Protocols 

This section provides an overview of some of the more prevalent, ant-inspired routing 

algorithms in communication networks. 

AntNet: one of the first applications of ant colony optimization framework (ACO) for 

wired network routing is AntNet [11]. In AntNet, routing is achieved by generating forward ants 
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at regular intervals from a source node to a destination node to discover a low cost path and by 

backward ants that travel from destination to source to update pheromone table at each 

intermediate node. Forward ants keep track of trip times from source to destination node using 

the data traffic queues in order to experience the same delay that data packets experience. 

Forward ants select the next hop by a probabilistic decision rule which takes into consideration 

the pheromone intensity which is reinforced by other backward ants and heuristic information 

which is based on the queue length of the intermediate node. Once, a forward ant reaches the 

destination node, a backward ant is generated that tracks back to the source using high priority 

queues (for timely delivery) reinforcing the selection probability of intermediate nodes according 

to the fitness of the trip times of forward ants. However, the fact that AntNet was proposed for 

wired networks makes it unsuitable for WMNs because of their unique characteristics, e.g., 

wireless interference, load balancing, etc. There are variations and extensions, e.g., [13, 32], to 

the original AntNet algorithm which targeted wired networks and thus are outside the scope of 

our research.  

AntHocNet [16]: is a hybrid, multi-path, ant based algorithm. It consists of both a 

reactive and a proactive component. The reactive part is used for route establishment whereas 

the proactive component is used for route maintenance. The reactive component is used at the 

start of a data session where a reactive forward ant is broadcast to find multiple paths to the 

destination and upon reaching the destination; a reactive backward ant sets up the multiple 

paths to the destination using local heuristic information. While data packets are being routed, 

proactive forward ants are also generated. This helps in exploring new paths and getting up-to-

date link quality information. One of the drawbacks of AntHocNet is the number of ants that 

need to be sent over the network for establishing routes to destinations as they are broadcast 

during a route discovery phase. Also, each ant stores list of visited nodes from source to current 
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node and depending upon the distance to the destination, this list (and thus the ant’s size) can 

grow long, increasing routing overhead.  

POSANT: the authors of [14] present a position based ant colony routing algorithm for 

MANETs, in which they make use of position based instruments (e.g., GPS receivers) to 

combine with the ACO technique. POSANT is a reactive routing algorithm and [14] argues that 

the use of position information can greatly reduce the number of ant generations while reducing 

the route establishment time as well. Position information is used in the heuristic maintained at 

each node helping ants decide what next hop to take in the path discovery phase. However, 

POSANT makes an assumption that the transmission time of an ant to its neighbors is the same 

for all nodes therefore ignoring packet loss and flow interference, which are quite common in 

wireless networks.  

SARA: Rosati et al., [21] have proposed a distributed ant routing algorithm for ad hoc 

networks where nodes are frequently joining and leaving the network and minimum signaling 

overhead is required. One of the design objectives of their proposed approach was to have low 

computational complexity and for this particular purpose, the algorithm creates routes on-

demand making it a reactive protocol. Moreover, ants in SARA store only the node identity 

information to avoid extra control overhead and only the pheromone value is used to make a 

forwarding decision. The authors have conducted extensive simulations and showed the 

effectiveness of their algorithm in ad hoc networks with critical connectivity when compared with 

AODV. Since the approach aims at minimizing complexity in the nodes making it as simple as 

possible, the authors claim that SARA can be helpful in achieving seamless routing in 

heterogeneous networks. However, the same simplicity comes with the drawback that it does 

not capture the network dynamics in terms of link characteristics and interference. Therefore, it 
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is not suitable for networks with high nodal densities and traffic flows moving to mostly one side 

of the network (gateways) as is typical in WMNs.  

DAR: recently, the authors of [22] have presented a simple ant routing algorithm for ad 

hoc networks with the objective of minimizing protocol overhead. To achieve this objective, they 

have proposed a control neighbor broadcast method in which, a broadcast ant is unicast to the 

second-hop neighbor. Similarly, data packets are used to refresh paths of the active sessions in 

order to reduce the control overhead. Their third approach is implemented in link failure 

situation to repair that link locally using the two ends of the link rather than initiating a new 

source to destination path request. They have conducted extensive simulations to prove the 

main objective of their proposed approach i.e. less signaling overhead when compared with 

other existing ant-based routing algorithms. 

2.1.3 Review of Mesh Routing Protocols and Metrics 

Most existing research in mesh routing is focused on designing efficient routing metrics 

since they determine the creation of network paths in a mesh network. De Couto et al. have 

proposed a link metric called Expected Transmission Count (ETX) [5] to find high throughput 

paths by calculating link loss ratios. ETX calculates the link loss ratio by measuring the 

expected number of packet transmissions at the MAC layer needed to send a unicast packet on 

a link. However, ETX is designed for single-radio single-channel mesh networks and thus 

cannot take inter/intra flow interference into account. Furthermore, it does not consider variable 

transmission rates over different links as usual in WMNs. Another notable study is presented in 

[6] where a metric termed Expected Transmission Time (ETT) is proposed trying to overcome 

the limitations of ETX by considering the differences in link transmission rates. The authors of 

[6] have proposed another path metric for multi-radio mesh network called weighted cumulative 

ETT (WCETT) to capture the intra-flow interference within a path in a mesh network. The 
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WCETT metric reduces the number of nodes on a path that transmit on the same channel to 

reduce the intra-flow interference but it overlooks the situation when two sufficiently spatially far 

links belonging to the same path could be transmitting on the same channel without 

interference. Furthermore, WCETT does not consider the inter-flow interference among the 

nodes in a network. To capture both the inter-flow and intra-flow interference Yang et al. [7] 

have proposed a path metric called metric of interference and channel switching (MIC). It 

captures the inter-flow interference by considering the number of neighbors interfering with the 

transmission on both ends of the link. Similarly, to overcome some of the limitations of MIC, 

Subramanian et al. have proposed an Interference Aware (iAware) metric in [8] by using a more 

accurate physical model (as compared to protocol models being used by others) to characterize 

interference relationships in wireless networks. Although iAware follows the design of the MIC 

metric, it differs in measuring the interference among nodes by directly taking the average 

interference generated by neighboring nodes. In [23 - 17], we proposed ant routing algorithms 

based on the ACO framework specifically designed for single radio WMNs in order to capture 

the complex interaction between inter-flow and intra-flow interference typically common in 

WMNs. 

2.2. Overview of Channel Assignment Algorithms 

In the beginning, the problem of channel assignment (frequency assignment) focused 

on cellular networks[33]. However, with the proliferation of IEEE 802.11 based technologies in 

the wireless arena (WLANs, sensor networks, WMNs), channel assignment (CA) solutions were 

also sought based on the peculiar characteristics of such networks which are different from 

cellular networks. For example, base stations in a cellular network are typically connected via 

wired connections, whereas mesh nodes in WMNs are connected wirelessly. This brings up the 

issue of interference in mesh networks between mesh nodes, an issue not present in cellular 
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networks, between base stations. Also, the bottleneck in cellular networks is from the base 

stations to the client device, whereas, in mesh networks, the bottleneck exists inside the mesh 

backbone network typically along the route from the mesh routers to the gateway nodes. In 

addition in cellular networks nearby base stations (cells) are configured on completely 

orthogonal channels (OCs) to avoid interference; this is not possible in a mesh backbone 

network, as i) the nodal density of a typical WMN is very high and the number of orthogonal 

channels available is limited and ii) time consuming engineering calculations to determine best 

frequency allocations and base station locations are unviable. 

Most existing deployed mesh networks are based on IEEE 802.11 technologies; among 

the standards of 802.11, the most widely used ones are 802.11b/g, which support up to 14 

channels in the unlicensed Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) radio band at 2.4 GHz [34]. 

Out of these 14 channels, only 11 channels are available for use in US (13 channels are open in 

EU, while Japan has made all of the channels available). In US, the 2.4 GHz band is divided 

into 11 channels as shown in Figure 2.1, where the channel numbers represents the center 

frequency of that channel. For example, channel 6 operates at F=2.437 GHz. The channel 

bandwidth is 22 MHz and each channel's center frequency is separated from the next channel’s 

center frequency by 5 MHz. Therefore, a channel overlaps with four of its neighboring channels 

which leave only three non overlapping (orthogonal) channels in the 2.4 GHz band (i.e. 1, 6, 

and 11 as depicted in Figure 2.1). Similarly, IEEE 802.11a operates in 5 GHz band and 

provides 12 orthogonal channels, but since it operates in higher frequency band, it has a shorter 

range as opposed to 802.11b/g (higher frequencies in general have higher inabilities to 

penetrate walls and obstructions). Recently, the IEEE 802.11n standard was proposed which 

operates in both the 2.4GHz and 5 GHz bands and provides legacy support to devices 

operating based on previous standards (b/g). It provides data rates of up to 600Mbps using 
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Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO) technology with Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM). 

 
Figure 2.1 IEEE 802.11 b/g channel distribution showing the 3 orthogonal channels in bold color 

 

The use of POCs for channel assignment in wireless networks has received some 

research attention in the past [2, 35-48]. We will quickly revisit some of these existing channel 

assignment algorithms based on POCs for wireless networks as we are going to refer to these 

approached in our comparative evaluation. 

One of the first studies on exploiting partially overlapped channels appears in [35]; it 

shows that a systematic approach to exploit channels with partial spectrum overlap can lead to 

efficient spectrum utilization and improved network throughput in a wireless LAN environment. 

In addition, [35]provides empirical results showing that two links operating on partially 

overlapped channels with a separation of three-channels provides the same level of throughput 

as when they are operating only on two orthogonal channels.  

In [48], Ding, et al., proposed a genetic algorithm for POC-based channel assignment in 

WMNs. In order to model the interference accurately, they have extended the traditional conflict 

graph model to capture the interference by considering both channel separation as well as 
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physical distance of the nodes. They have shown through simulations that POC works better in 

denser networks. Similarly, the authors in [43] formulated a linear mixed integer program of a 

joint channel assignment and link scheduling problem exploiting partially overlapping channels. 

Their proposed scheme achieves 90% improvement in aggregate network capacity when all 

802.11b channels are employed. 

In [44] a centralized heuristic based channel assignment algorithm for POCs is 

proposed. The authors develop an interference model called I-Matrix that measures the co-

channel and adjacent channel interference among the nodes in order to assign channels to 

radios efficiently. Given the network topology their heuristic algorithm arranges the links 

according to their nodal degree. One of the drawbacks of this scheme is that it does into take 

into account the self-interference issue typically common in a MRMC-WMN, in which a node 

having multiple radios cannot transmit packets simultaneously on all of its radios unless they 

are configured on orthogonal channels. To overcome these issues the authors of [2] have 

extended the work of [44]. 

Recently, Cui, et al., [36] have proposed an approximation algorithm for channel 

assignment in 802.11 based wireless networks. The objective of their approximation algorithm is 

to minimize total network interference for throughput maximization. The authors introduced the 

notion of node orthogonality to capture the fact that two nodes on adjacent channels are 

orthogonal only if they are physically sufficiently apart. They have demonstrated that the 

network throughput can be increased by using overlapping channels. However, their proposed 

solution addressed single radio WMNs. Our proposed algorithm is designed for multi-radio 

multi-channel WMNs and uses a more accurate partially overlapping interference graph model 

to capture all types of interferences that may exist in WMNs. 
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CHAPTER 3  

AMIRA: AN INTERFERENCE-AWARE ROUTING ALGORITHM BASED ON SMART ANTS 

In this chapter, we address the problem of packet routing for interference avoidance in 

wireless mesh networks (WMNs). We propose AMIRA(Ant Mesh routing for InteRference 

Avoidance), an interference-aware routing protocol designed to improve load balancing by 

avoiding inter and intra flow interference in a typical mesh backbone network. AMIRA is based 

on the framework of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) which is a meta-heuristic approach for 

stochastically solving a problem together with our local heuristic technique to avoid interference 

within and among packet flows. In AMIRA, each node uses MAC level information to measure 

link qualities which help in selecting reduced interference paths thus resulting in improved load 

balancing in addition to the auto load balancing feature of the ACO framework. The stability of 

any routing protocol depends upon how quickly it adapts itself to the changing dynamics of the 

network. We demonstrate through simulations that AMIRA quickly converges to the best path 

when traffic characteristics change. We tune the parameters of AMIRA algorithm to study the 

effect of these on the performance in terms of the routing load and end-to-end delay. Our 

simulation results demonstrate that under congestion, AMIRA achieves increased throughput 

and low end-to-end delay when compared to other existing routing protocols because of its 

interference aware technique and stochastic data forwarding nature. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section I, the concept of smart ants in 

mesh networks and the necessary properties that they should possess are discussed. We 

present AMIRA; our proposed interference-aware routing scheme based on ACO in Section II. 

Section III details a simulation based evaluation of AMIRA with two existing routing protocols 
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along with our analysis of the results. Finally we list directions for future work and conclude our 

chapter in Section IV. 

3.1. Smart Ants in Mesh Networks 

This section explains the rational on the use of ants for routing in WMNs. We will first 

describe the characteristics of WMNs that makes them different from other existing wireless 

networks like MANETs. Then we will explain the concept of the smart ants, how they differ from 

regular ants used in previous techniques and the necessary properties that these smart ants 

should possess in order to efficiently perform routing in WMNs.  

Although the ant-based protocols described in the previous chapter do provide good 

performance benefits compared to existing protocols, the fact that they are primarily designed 

for wired and ad hoc networks makes them unsuitable to be directly applied in WMNs. Some of 

the distinguishing characteristics of WMNs are described below:  

• Static nodes and no power constraint: In WMNs, nodes (at least relay nodes) are 

generally static and have no significant constraints on power consumption, as opposed 

to MANETs, where nodes have limited power capacity and are mostly mobile. 

• Interference: Due to the shared nature of wireless medium, nodes compete with each 

other for channel access when they transmit on the same channel resulting in possible 

interference among the nodes. There are two types of flow interferences i.e. inter-flow 

and intra-flow interference as explained in Chapter 1. 

• Load Balancing: Unlike MANETs, where traffic flows between any pair of mobile nodes, 

data flows in WMNs are typically between mesh nodes and Internet gateways. In 

general, traffic flows are saturated on certain paths in a WMN. Therefore, load 

balancing is necessary to avoid hot spots and to increase network utilization (poor 
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routes may exist for a long time in a static network and are likely to result in congestion 

and inefficient use of network resources).  

• Channel diversity: Since network nodes in a WMN can be equipped with multiple 

radios, simultaneous transmission and reception techniques can be used employing 

intelligent channel assignment schemes (AMIRA does not explicitly utilize this multi-

channel feature of WMNs currently). 

• It is because of these above characteristics of WMNs, which has given us an impetus to 

design a new routing protocol based on smart ants that is interference-aware and at the 

same time exploits the characteristics of such biological agents (ants) in WMNs. 

3.1.1 Desirable properties of smart ants 

Let us now consider what kind of ants would be suitable for creating network paths in 

defining an ant based routing algorithm for MWNs. We argue that a routing algorithm based on 

smart ants designed for mesh networks should have the following desirable properties: 

• Smart ants while creating paths should consider both types of interferences that 

inherently exist in mesh networks namely inter-flow interference among the nodes 

and intra-flow interference along the path of a flow. 

• Smart ants should be able to evaluate the load on nodes in order to properly qualify 

the outgoing links. This would help in detouring the packets to new route and hence 

would result in a more load balanced network. 

Smart ants are designed to exhibit the above mentioned desirable properties; it is 

because of these properties that our ants are “smart” (intelligent) and that is why we call them 

smart ants. In the following, we show how to incorporate these desirable properties in our smart 

ant-based routing algorithm (AMIRA). 
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3.2. AMIRA Approach 

In this section, we present AMIRA; a distributed routing algorithm which incorporates 

smart ants to find high throughput paths with less interference and improved load balancing 

specifically designed for wireless mesh networks. We have transformed the basic ACO 

framework WMNs considering the distributed and dynamic characteristics of the later but 

retaining the basic ACO features (such as the need for a colony, the role of autocatalysis, the 

cooperative behavior mediated by artificial pheromone trails, the probabilistic construction of 

solutions biased by artificial pheromone trails and local heuristic information [31]). 

3.2.1 Model 

The basic operation of AMIRA is as follows: smart ants in the form of control packets 

are generated at regular intervals from each node towards destinations in the network. Indeed, 

two types of ants are generated: forward smart ants (FSA) which travel from source to 

destination and backward smart ants (BSA) traveling from the destination to the source much 

like the ants in [11].However, in AMIRA, both FSA and BSA use high priority queues so that the 

FSA do not need to carry their per hop experienced trip times, rather BSA will estimate their trip 

time using the link estimation table being maintained at each node. In AMIRA, every node 

maintains three types of data structures. 

Pheromone Table: This table stores the fitness of choosing a specific neighbor as next 

hop to reach a particular destination in the form of a probability (similar to the table in [11]). The 

pheromone table at a node k contains m rows where � ∈ �� (neighbors of a node �) and each 

row contains l entries, where l is the total number of possible destinations in the network. So an 

entry Pid is the probability of sending a packet to destination d via link i and thus following 

relation holds for every column in the pheromone table at node k : 
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∑ ��	 = 1��� ���1…��        (3.1) 

where N is the total number of nodes in the network. 

Delay table: The second data structure that is maintained by each node is the delay 

table that stores the average trip time to each destination in the network from the current node 

(thus this table will have m entries one for each possible destinations in the network). The value 

stored is an average calculated from the delay value carried by the last W number of ants 

received.  

Local Heuristic Table: Every node in AMIRA maintains a local heuristic table at the 

MAC layer which contains the quality/strength of the outgoing links of that particular node. This 

strength is calculated by the MAC layer. In this chapter, we have considered that the nodes are 

equipped with 802.11 [49] MAC with distributed coordination function (DCF). A more detailed 

explanation of how the quality of a link is calculated by MAC layer is provided later in this 

chapter. 

3.2.2 Neighbor Initialization Rule 

AMIRA gives higher pheromone values to neighbors of a node on initialization, as 

opposed to existing ant-based algorithms [14, 16, 21, 22] which assume a uniform probability 

distribution over all other nodes when a node is initialized. This means giving equal probability 

of selecting a specific neighbor as a next hop to reach a destination to all the neighbors of a 

node. However, by giving higher pheromone values to the neighboring nodes which would also 

be the destination nodes for some nodes in the network could result in fast network 

convergence and also reduce network resource usage. Therefore, in AMIRA, every node 

assigns the initial probabilities to all the destinations in the network as follows. For a destination 

node d that is not a neighbor node, the initial probability assignment to all the neighbors �� of 
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node k  is the same (i.e. 1/Nk). However, for a destination node d which is also a neighbor node 

the initial probability in the routing table is:  

�	,� = 	����� �ℎ���� = �        (3.2) 

The probabilities for the remaining neighboring nodes are: 

�	,� = �
���ℎ���� = ��        (3.3) 

3.2.3 Node Transition Rule 

In order to increase the chances of selecting paths with less interference and more 

throughput, AMIRA has adopted a pseudo-random node transition rule. A forward smart ant v at 

an intermediate node k chooses the next hop u to reach to a particular destination d according 

to Equation. 3.4 and Equation. 3.5.  
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        (3.5) 

where p is a random number uniformly distributed between [0, 1] and p0 is a constant in the 

range [0, 1]. Similarly τv[d,u] is the pheromone intensity on the link connecting next hop u with k 

to reach the destination d. Equation. 3.4 indicates that if p≤p0, the node with the maximum 

pheromone value among the neighbors will be selected, otherwise, a proportional selection will 

be made with the probability Pv(d,u) based on the probability distribution of the neighbors as 

shown in Equation. 3.5. Note that the parameter p0 determines the relative importance of 

exploitation versus exploration. In AMIRA, since pheromone table is the only data structure that 

contains routing information, all data packets are forwarded based on this pseudo-random node 

transition rule. Therefore, a high value of p0 would direct all the traffic to the best path as the link 

with maximum pheromone value would be selected most of the time and a lower value of p0 will 
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allow the data traffic to be spread across multiple links thereby resulting in automatic load 

balancing. At what value p0 should be set to depends highly on the offered load on the mesh 

network; we will study the effect of this parameter to AMIRA performance in detail in our 

simulation section. Setting p0 values to 1 will always forward packets on links with the best 

current quality.  

3.2.4 Interference Estimation Rule 

This rule is paramount to AMIRA, not found in other ACO routing protocols. Our 

interference estimation rule is designed to capture the characteristics of WMNs including the 

types of interferences that exist in such networks and to incorporate the desired properties of 

smart ants into AMIRA. 

During a backward smart ant’s travel to the source, each node that encounters the 

“BSA” updates its own routing table. They do so by calculating estimates of the ant’s trip time 

from the current node to the destination node. This trip time is the average transmission time it 

takes to send a data packet from the current node to the next hop node from where the smart 

ant has arrived and then by adding this to the estimated accumulated trip time calculated so far 

by the backward smart ant. 

We believe that the most appropriate method for estimating trip time is to measure the 

delay required to transmit a packet at the MAC layer over a link, called link transmission delay. 

In other words, we want to make use of the information that has already been collected by 

802.11 MAC layer using DCF. We define link transmission delay as follows: 
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where Ntransmit is the number of transmissions including retransmissions needed to successfully 

receive a packet. We have set Ntransmit to be 1 in our simulations as almost all the current 

wireless devices are equipped with multi-rate feature which automatically adjusts the link rate 

according to the link quality, resulting in successful transmission of around 90% of the packets 

at the first time (as shown in [50]). Lpkt is the data packet size and Rs is the link speed. 

MACoverhead comes from the delays in the standard packet sequence of sending a data packet in 

802.11 MAC standards, calculated as follows: 

( )7.33 ackdifssifsctsrtsoverhad TTTTTMAC ++++=

where rtsT , ctsT , ackT  are the time for the transmissions of RTS, CTS , and ACK frames 

respectively; Tsifs and Tdifs are the inter-frame spacing times: SIFS and DIFS respectively.   

Since the 802.11 MAC has a contention based nature, the link delay time is a random 

variable. Therefore, in order to mimic a real packet transmission delay, a smoothing window 

approach is used over a time interval to get the average value of the link transmission delay in 

AMIRA. If T
i
data is the current delay in sending one packet on a link then average link 

transmission delay is calculated by the following exponential running average: 
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where α represents the learning rate (valued between 0 and 1) controls how much relevance is 

given to old readings compared to new reading. The local estimate of the trip time is defined as 

the average link transmission delay times the total number of packets in the queue of a node k 

denoted as kQ at the MAC layer:.  
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Since, nodes transmitting on the same wireless channel compete for the shared 

medium if a node is involved in a transmission on a wireless link, the neighboring nodes cannot 

communicate at the same time with other nodes (CSMA). The above MAC layer measurement 

also captures the interference caused due to the shared wireless channel access of the 

competing flows and therefore a high contention link would result in increased link transmission 

delay.  

3.2.5 Pheromone Updating Rule 

When the local trip time is calculated, the backward smart ant triggers the creation of an 

update of the delay table. Similarly, pheromone table values corresponding to a specific 

destination are also updated. However, there is a need for a mechanism to correctly integrate 

the local link quality estimates that our MAC layer has measured, into the pheromone table 

entries. This will improve the routing decision process with respect to the quality of the link. 

Let us denote the average trip time for a particular destination d stored in the delay 

table at node i with Ti,d, and the current calculated trip by Tcurrent, then: 
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where ∆p is the reinforcement value that will be added to the pheromone table and it depends 

upon how good Tcurrent is. The value of ∆p is restricted between α and β to prevent wild 

fluctuations in ∆p (we have set the values of α and β to be 0.1 and 10 respectively). Since, 

AMIRA keeps up to date local link quality information, the trip time Tcurrent depicts the latest 

network condition in terms of traffic load and congestion. 
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Now, the pheromone values in the pheromone table corresponding to a particular 

destination d via next hop i can be updated as follows: 

( )
( )

( )
,

, 3.11
1

p i d p
p i d

p

+ ∆
=

+ ∆  

Similarly, the other neighbors as next hops j for the same destination can be 

downgraded: 
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Note that Equation. 3.11 and Equation. 3.12 satisfy equation. 3.4. 

3.3. Simulation Results 

In this section, we discuss the experimental setups, motivation behind the setups, and 

results of our experiments. Our evaluations are divided into three parts. First, we study the 

stability of our smart ant-based routing algorithm (AMIRA) in terms of how quickly it manages to 

find new paths in dynamic networks by tuning the algorithm parameters in order to reach an 

optimized behavior. We also discuss the effect of smart ant generation rate on the overall 

performance of the mesh network by measuring normalized routing load (NRL) and packet 

delay. The second part of our evaluation consists of comparing AMIRA with some of the existing 

well-known routing protocols in wireless networks using different network topologies and traffic 

characteristics. Finally, the performance of AMIRA in mobile WMNs where some of the nodes 

are static and some of them are mobile is compared in the third part of our evaluation. 

For the implementation of AMIRA, we have used the network simulator (ns-2) [51]. Our 

selection of ns-2 for implementation and simulation purposes is based on its popularity and its 

acceptance in the academic community. We have implemented our AMIRA routing agent as 
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smart ants which are small fixed size control packets being sent periodically for finding paths 

and building routing and pheromone tables along the way in the network. In order to measure 

the local link qualities by the local heuristic table of AMIRA, a list of one-hop neighboring nodes 

and their corresponding link qualities (i.e., in the form of link delays) are maintained. The smart 

ant forwarding process is governed by our pseudo-random node transition rule according to 

which these smart ants are forwarded to next hop at each intermediate node with the highest 

pheromone values if a random variable is above a given threshold otherwise proportional 

strategy in the form of probability is adopted to decide the next hop selection. This enables the 

exploration of available paths in the network. Data packets are routed using this same transition 

rule which helps in spreading the packets across multiple links. Forwarding mostly selects the 

links with highest pheromone values because the pheromone values in the pheromone table 

are directly affected by the link quality that changes with the traffic load on the network thereby 

reducing interference. 

Since, most of the traffic in a real WMN is either to or from a wired network [1, 52] (i.e., 

through Internet gateway points), in our simulations, flows are destined to one to four gateway 

nodes. The common configuration parameters for all simulation studies in this section are listed 

in Table 3.I. Although, some may argue that some of these values are low (e.g., link bandwidth), 

our purpose is to provide a comparative evaluation (relative results) and thus we believe that 

these values will not strongly influence our results. Each of our depicted data points in the 

results is an average over enough simulation runs to claim a 95% confidence that the relative 

error of them is less than 5%. Any topology related change in the simulation will be mentioned 

in the appropriate subsection. 

The goals of our simulation are to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed smart ant-

based routing algorithm - AMIRA in finding high-throughput paths with less interference and to 
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quantify the benefit of smart ants over existing ant based routing algorithms. We have 

compared AMIRA with two ant-based routing algorithms namely SARA [21] and DAR [22]. Our 

selection of these two protocols for comparative evaluation is because these are the most 

recent routing algorithms proposed that are based on ants to build routing paths. Both SARA 

and DAR are designed for MANETs; but the fact that AMIRA is the first ant-based routing 

approach to deal with WMNs, to the best of our knowledge, forces us to choose these two 

protocols. However, this does not imply that MANETs and WMNs have similar characteristics 

and therefore, a need to design a new routing algorithm for WMNs specially tailored for its 

unique characteristics was required as mentioned in section 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Simulation Configurations 

Simulation area 1000 x 1000 m
2
 

Transmission range 250 m 

Propagation model Two-ray ground 

MAC protocol 802.11 CSMA (RTS/CTS disabled) 

Link bandwidth 2 Mbps 

Traffic type CBR (UDP) 

Packet size 512 bytes 

Number of nodes 15 or 100 

Buffer size 20 packets 

 

3.3.1 Tuning AMIRA Parameters 

We study two configuration parameters of AMIRA routing algorithm. The first is the 

parameter p0 which is used in our pseudo-random node transition rule and it governs the 

relative behavior of smart ant forwarding. The parameter p0 determines the probability of 
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choosing a next hop for path discovery/data forwarding with maximum pheromone value or 

selecting the next hop based upon probability distributions using Equation 3.5. If we set the 

value of p0 to be very high, AMIRA would select links with high pheromone values more often. 

Similarly, setting the value too low would spread the data traffic around the links and therefore, 

would fall back to the classical AntNet algorithm. So, there must exist a balance for this trade-

off. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the performance of AMIRA in terms of average network throughput 

as a function of p0 under varying network traffic. We have used a 15-node grid mesh topology 

shown in Figure 3.1 as the underlying network. Notice that the network throughput is almost the 

same for all values of p0 when there is little traffic on the network. The p0 value starts affecting 

the algorithm performance when more packets are pumped in the network (increasing network 

traffic). At that point, the higher the p0 value, the better the throughput becomes; this is because, 

most of the time, links of good quality (highest pheromone) are selected for data forwarding. 

Since the network is still not saturated, the interference estimation rule perfectly captures the 

interference thereby resulting in increasing the pheromone values of links with less interference. 

However, when the network traffic is high, the gap between the AMIRA throughputs for different 

p0 values becomes small. We believe the reason behind this pattern is due to the low p0 value 

(i.e. 0.2, 0.5) spreading the data over multiple links with more chances of random next hop 

selection. However, for higher values of p0, AMIRA still achieves better throughput than when a 

lower value is set. Therefore, in the rest of our simulations, we will select the value p0=0.8.   
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Figure 3.1 WMN grid topology 
 

The second parameter we intend to tune is the smart ant generation rate which is 

related to AMIRA’s stability. Recall, that the stability of any routing algorithm depends upon how 

quickly it adapts itself to the changing dynamics of the network. We define the time it takes for a 

routing algorithm to learn the best routing policies as the learning time (convergence time). We 

demonstrate the stability of our algorithm by measuring path latency in mesh networks under 

dynamic load situations when traffic characteristics change or load on the network is increased. 

In order to effectively demonstrate the quality of the learned policy, we have used the average 

packet delay as the evaluation metric. 
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Figure 3.3 shows the learning times of 

generation rates. It relates the protocol’s stability in the adaptation process for different ant rates 

during the simulation run time. In the beginning, one flow is generated to introduce a light load 

on the network. Then at � = 10
network. At � 
 205, these 3 flows are stopped in order to bring the network back to its normal 

state.  It can be seen in Figure 3.3 that AMIRA adapts to this increase in network load at t=10s, 

by switching to a new path between the source and destination node with the help of its link and 

path estimation modules defined in 

algorithm starts converging back to the previous best path that it had d

that the convergence of AMIRA to the best available path is related to how fast smart ants are 

being generated by each node i.e. the ant generation rate. Figure 3.3 shows that

frequent ant generation leads to less the time for 

words, the time window for finding this path decreases with increasing number of smar

the network. However, these values of various ant rate is highly dependent upon the traffic 
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Figure 3.2 AMIRA throughput as a function of po 

shows the learning times of the AMIRA algorithm under different s

relates the protocol’s stability in the adaptation process for different ant rates 

during the simulation run time. In the beginning, one flow is generated to introduce a light load 

105, 3 more flows are initiated in order to increase the traffic in the 

, these 3 flows are stopped in order to bring the network back to its normal 

state.  It can be seen in Figure 3.3 that AMIRA adapts to this increase in network load at t=10s, 

ching to a new path between the source and destination node with the help of its link and 

path estimation modules defined in the interference estimation rule. However, at 

algorithm starts converging back to the previous best path that it had discovered. We believe 

that the convergence of AMIRA to the best available path is related to how fast smart ants are 

being generated by each node i.e. the ant generation rate. Figure 3.3 shows that

frequent ant generation leads to less the time for the algorithm to find a better path. In other 

words, the time window for finding this path decreases with increasing number of smar

the network. However, these values of various ant rate is highly dependent upon the traffic 

algorithm under different smart ant 

relates the protocol’s stability in the adaptation process for different ant rates 

during the simulation run time. In the beginning, one flow is generated to introduce a light load 

are initiated in order to increase the traffic in the 

, these 3 flows are stopped in order to bring the network back to its normal 

state.  It can be seen in Figure 3.3 that AMIRA adapts to this increase in network load at t=10s, 

ching to a new path between the source and destination node with the help of its link and 

interference estimation rule. However, at � 
 205, the 

iscovered. We believe 

that the convergence of AMIRA to the best available path is related to how fast smart ants are 

being generated by each node i.e. the ant generation rate. Figure 3.3 shows that a more 

the algorithm to find a better path. In other 

words, the time window for finding this path decreases with increasing number of smart ants in 

the network. However, these values of various ant rate is highly dependent upon the traffic 



 

 

characteristics as well as the network topology and therefore should not be taken as g

criteria for applying AMIRA in WMNs. 

Figure 3.3 AMIRA learning time with various smart ant rates
 

Although the learning time of AM

generation rate, a higher ant rate means increase control traffic in the network which in turn 

would limit the overall useful network capacity. Therefore there exists a tradeoff between the 

amount of routing traffic generated and the learning time. We investigate this tradeoff in 

by using normalized routing load (NRL) as the evaluation metric which is the ratio of the control 

traffic in the network to the total amount of packets that were actually pumped 

Figure 3.4 shows the NRL for light and high

interesting observation is that the network load has almost negligible effect on the routing load 

when there are too few smart ants in the networ

higher ant rates, one can observe that ant generation rates have a marginal effect on the NRL 

of our routing protocol under the conditions when the network is below saturated. On the other 

hand, there is a significant difference among the NRL values on the network when the network 
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AMIRA learning time with various smart ant rates 

Although the learning time of AMIRA is inversely proportional to the smart ant 

generation rate, a higher ant rate means increase control traffic in the network which in turn 

would limit the overall useful network capacity. Therefore there exists a tradeoff between the 

raffic generated and the learning time. We investigate this tradeoff in 

by using normalized routing load (NRL) as the evaluation metric which is the ratio of the control 

traffic in the network to the total amount of packets that were actually pumped into the network. 

for light and high network loads for varying smart ants’ rates. One 

is that the network load has almost negligible effect on the routing load 

when there are too few smart ants in the network i.e. the ant generation rate is small. Even for 

higher ant rates, one can observe that ant generation rates have a marginal effect on the NRL 

of our routing protocol under the conditions when the network is below saturated. On the other 

significant difference among the NRL values on the network when the network 

as the network topology and therefore should not be taken as general 

y proportional to the smart ant 

generation rate, a higher ant rate means increase control traffic in the network which in turn 

would limit the overall useful network capacity. Therefore there exists a tradeoff between the 

raffic generated and the learning time. We investigate this tradeoff in AMIRA 

by using normalized routing load (NRL) as the evaluation metric which is the ratio of the control 

into the network. 

varying smart ants’ rates. One 

is that the network load has almost negligible effect on the routing load 

k i.e. the ant generation rate is small. Even for 

higher ant rates, one can observe that ant generation rates have a marginal effect on the NRL 

of our routing protocol under the conditions when the network is below saturated. On the other 

significant difference among the NRL values on the network when the network 



 

 

is overloaded. One reason behind this increase in NRL is due to the increase in packet 

collisions and the dropping of packets from the node queues when the network becomes 

overloaded, which in turn will generate more smart ants to discover new paths. Although AM

has a higher NRL as compared to the overhead of other routing protocols (i.e., distance vecto

or link state as shown in [16]), we argue that this 

provides in routing the traffic by finding less interference paths in WMNs 

Figure 3.4 Effect of smart ant generation on protocol overhead
 

Figure 3.5 shows the i

which is depicted as a function of ant generation rates for different network loads. Notice, that 

the packet delay remains almost the same for increasing number of smart ants in the network.. 

This is because most of the traffic stays on the best path which keeps the packet delay almost 

constant among different network load conditions. It is because of this reason,

simulation, we select the ant generation rate to 40 ants per se
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is overloaded. One reason behind this increase in NRL is due to the increase in packet 

collisions and the dropping of packets from the node queues when the network becomes 

ed, which in turn will generate more smart ants to discover new paths. Although AM

has a higher NRL as compared to the overhead of other routing protocols (i.e., distance vecto

, we argue that this is compensated by the efficient performance it 

provides in routing the traffic by finding less interference paths in WMNs (as shown 

 
Effect of smart ant generation on protocol overhead 

shows the impact on the network performance in terms of end

which is depicted as a function of ant generation rates for different network loads. Notice, that 

the packet delay remains almost the same for increasing number of smart ants in the network.. 

is is because most of the traffic stays on the best path which keeps the packet delay almost 

constant among different network load conditions. It is because of this reason, for the rest of our 

, we select the ant generation rate to 40 ants per second. 

is overloaded. One reason behind this increase in NRL is due to the increase in packet 

collisions and the dropping of packets from the node queues when the network becomes 

ed, which in turn will generate more smart ants to discover new paths. Although AMIRA 

has a higher NRL as compared to the overhead of other routing protocols (i.e., distance vector 

fficient performance it 

as shown later).  

mpact on the network performance in terms of end-to-end delay 

which is depicted as a function of ant generation rates for different network loads. Notice, that 

the packet delay remains almost the same for increasing number of smart ants in the network.. 

is is because most of the traffic stays on the best path which keeps the packet delay almost 

for the rest of our 



 

 

Figure 3.5 Effect of smart ant generation on AMIRA end
 

3.3.2 Mesh Network with Static Nodes

We now evaluate the performance of A

nodes are static. We divide our simulations into two sets of experiments 

namely grid topology simulations and random topology simulations. 

3.3.2.1 Grid Topology

In the first set of experiments we use a 15

with nodes placed over a 1000m x 1000m area, arranged in a 3 x 5 row

Three constant-bit-rate flows of UDP packets are deployed on the grid with traffic destined to 

each end of the grid’s rows. Figures 

end packet delay, respectively. It can be observed that A

protocols in terms of both the average end

(a), at low network load condition all

network increases throughput of SARA starts to degrade, but DAR and A

better throughput; when the network reaches the saturation point DAR 
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Effect of smart ant generation on AMIRA end-to-end delay

Mesh Network with Static Nodes 

We now evaluate the performance of AMIRA in a mesh network scenario when all 

We divide our simulations into two sets of experiments based on the topology, 

namely grid topology simulations and random topology simulations.  

Grid Topology 

In the first set of experiments we use a 15-node grid network as shown in Figure 3

with nodes placed over a 1000m x 1000m area, arranged in a 3 x 5 row-column grid fashion. 

rate flows of UDP packets are deployed on the grid with traffic destined to 

each end of the grid’s rows. Figures 3.6(a,b) show total network throughput and average end

end packet delay, respectively. It can be observed that AMIRA outperforms the other two 

protocols in terms of both the average end-to-end delay and network throughput. In Figure 

, at low network load condition all algorithms perform similarly, but as the traffic on the 

network increases throughput of SARA starts to degrade, but DAR and AMIRA

better throughput; when the network reaches the saturation point DAR starts to decline as it 

end delay 

a mesh network scenario when all 

based on the topology, 

node grid network as shown in Figure 3.1 

column grid fashion. 

rate flows of UDP packets are deployed on the grid with traffic destined to 

ghput and average end-to-

outperforms the other two 

end delay and network throughput. In Figure 3.6 

perform similarly, but as the traffic on the 

MIRA still provide 

starts to decline as it 



 

 

cannot deal with interference among the flows. AM

the link quality information that it stores in order to re

interference among the flows. AM

also helps distribute the data traffic in the network thus resulting in automatic load balancing.  

Similarly, in Figure 3.6 (b), notice that under low load conditions, all the protocols 

the same average end-to-end packet delay. However, as the ne

packets start to drop due to flow interference.

(a) 

Figure 3.6 Grid Topology (a) 
 

3.3.2.2 Random Topology

In the second set of simulations we randomly generate networks of size 1000m x 

1000m each having 100 nodes, and 10 flows, destined to 3 gateway nodes.

uniform random I.I.D. over the area.)

average end-to-end packet delay respectively. AM

routing algorithms because of its interference

and average end-to-end packet delay. 

avoidance feature of our smart ant
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among the flows. AMIRA maintains better throughput because of 

the link quality information that it stores in order to re-route the packets in case of increased 

interference among the flows. AMIRA's pseudo-random node transition rule for data forwarding 

so helps distribute the data traffic in the network thus resulting in automatic load balancing.  

, notice that under low load conditions, all the protocols 

end packet delay. However, as the network becomes saturated, 

packets start to drop due to flow interference. AMIRA outperforms the two other algorithms.

 
(b) 

Grid Topology (a) total network throughput (b) end-to-end delay

andom Topology 

In the second set of simulations we randomly generate networks of size 1000m x 

1000m each having 100 nodes, and 10 flows, destined to 3 gateway nodes. (Node locations are 

uniform random I.I.D. over the area.)  Figures 3.7 (a,b) show total network throughput and 

end packet delay respectively. AMIRA once again outperforms all the other 

routing algorithms because of its interference-avoidance strategy, both in terms of throughput 

end packet delay. In Figure 3.7 (b): even though, the interference 

avoidance feature of our smart ant-based routing algorithm might force a packet to take longer 

better throughput because of 

route the packets in case of increased 

random node transition rule for data forwarding 

so helps distribute the data traffic in the network thus resulting in automatic load balancing.  

, notice that under low load conditions, all the protocols have almost 

twork becomes saturated, 

outperforms the two other algorithms. 

 

nd delay 

In the second set of simulations we randomly generate networks of size 1000m x 

(Node locations are 

show total network throughput and 

once again outperforms all the other 

avoidance strategy, both in terms of throughput 

: even though, the interference 

based routing algorithm might force a packet to take longer 



 

 

path, the fact that the path chosen would be less prone to packet losses results in lower end

end delay. Similarly, to the previous case, the throughput

comparable until the saturation point from which on A

Figure 3.7 (a). We believe that the better per

particularly in situations of more network traffic is because of its accurate estimation of link 

interferences (inter/intra flow) which is specifically designed in co

characteristics of WMNs. 

(a) 
Figure 3.7 Random Topology (a) Total network throughput (b) End
 

3.3.3 Mesh Network with Mobile Nodes

In this part of our evaluation, we test the performance of AM

scenario with static backbone 

randomly distributed in a 500m x 500m region. All

are configured with the same spee

consists of 6 CBR flows of random source destination pair. In order to evaluate the 

effectiveness of our smart ant-
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path, the fact that the path chosen would be less prone to packet losses results in lower end

larly, to the previous case, the throughput of all investigated protocols were 

turation point from which on AMIRA outperforms the others as shown in 

We believe that the better performance of AMIRA against SARA and DAR

particularly in situations of more network traffic is because of its accurate estimation of link 

interferences (inter/intra flow) which is specifically designed in consideration for unique 
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Random Topology (a) Total network throughput (b) End-to-End delay

Mesh Network with Mobile Nodes 

In this part of our evaluation, we test the performance of AMIRA in a 

 and mobile client nodes. We consider a network of 100 nodes 

randomly distributed in a 500m x 500m region. All mobile nodes in each simulation run 

re configured with the same speed and the random waypoint model [53]. The data traffic 

of random source destination pair. In order to evaluate the 

-based routing algorithm, we have use packet delivery 

path, the fact that the path chosen would be less prone to packet losses results in lower end-to-

of all investigated protocols were 

the others as shown in 

against SARA and DAR 

particularly in situations of more network traffic is because of its accurate estimation of link 

nsideration for unique 

 

End delay 

a mobile WMN 

nodes. We consider a network of 100 nodes 

mobile nodes in each simulation run (of 60s) 

3]. The data traffic 

of random source destination pair. In order to evaluate the 

based routing algorithm, we have use packet delivery ratio and 
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average end-to-end delay as evaluation metrics. Figures 3.8 (a,b) show the delivery ratio and 

average end-to-end delay as a function of different node speeds ranging from 0 m/s to 30 m/s. 

As it can be easily seen from the delivery ratio graph, AMIRA outperforms SARA and DAR 

clearly and this performance gap between the schemes is more evident when the nodes are 

moving at a faster rate. The performance difference for average packet delay in Figure 3.8 (b) is 

less but again it increases for higher node speeds. Notice the dip in the delivery ratio for all the 

algorithms in Figure 3.8 (a), we believe that this is because when nodes are moving at high 

speeds, it is possible that some nodes get out of reach from the rest of the network (network 

graph becomes separated) and therefore packets cannot be delivered to them resulting in 

possible low delivery ratio. Similar arguments can be made for the sharp rise in packet delay of 

the algorithms in Figure 3.8 (b). Furthermore, in the mobility model (RWP) that we have used in 

our experiments, nodes tend to make sudden and uncorrelated changes in their movement 

direction at the pause points; this is captured in a timely manner by our adaptive smart ant-

based routing algorithm resulting in improved performance compared to the SARA and DAR 

protocols which are reactive in nature. Another interesting result is that SARA performs better 

than DAR and very close to AMIRA in both the graphs. This is due to the design objective of 

SARA which is targeted for networks having highly mobile nodes with critical connectivity. 

However, it still under performs than AMIRA because of its inability in effectively measuring the 

interference.  



 

 

(a) 
Figure 3.8 AMIRA as a function of node speed (a) PDF (b) Packet delay

 

In order to simulate the true nature of a 

another set of results by gradually increasing the number of mobile nodes in the network among 

the fixed nodes in the networks. The results are collected with 20% to 100% of the total nodes 

in the network given a random movement. We have 

set to 10 m/s. Figures 3.9 (a,b)

function of number of mobile nodes in the network. 

better performance in terms of highe

most nodes in the network are

exploration and timely capture of inter and intra flow interference by our 

rule of smart ants pay off more when the number of mobile nodes 

the comparatively poor performance of SARA and DAR lies in the fact that 

hop count metric for path construction,

changes in the network. These graph

to DAR because of the previously mentioned design objective of SARA.
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AMIRA as a function of node speed (a) PDF (b) Packet delay

In order to simulate the true nature of a WMN with mobile nodes, we h

another set of results by gradually increasing the number of mobile nodes in the network among 

the fixed nodes in the networks. The results are collected with 20% to 100% of the total nodes 

in the network given a random movement. We have selected the speed as a simulation

3.9 (a,b) show the same performance measures for all algorithms as a 

function of number of mobile nodes in the network. The graphs point to AMIRA

better performance in terms of higher delivery ratio and less packet delay particularly when 

are mobile. The stochastic forwarding of smart ants for path 

exploration and timely capture of inter and intra flow interference by our interference estimation 

ants pay off more when the number of mobile nodes is increased. The reason for 

rmance of SARA and DAR lies in the fact that they 

hop count metric for path construction, and thus they fail to cope with the sudden and

hese graph point out as well a better performance of SARA 

DAR because of the previously mentioned design objective of SARA. 
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another set of results by gradually increasing the number of mobile nodes in the network among 

the fixed nodes in the networks. The results are collected with 20% to 100% of the total nodes 

the speed as a simulation factor 
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interference estimation 
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Figure 3.9 (a) Packet delivery ratio and
 

In this chapter, we addressed routing for interference avoidance in infrastructure mesh 

networks. We proposed AMIRA which is an interference

improve load balancing by avoiding inter

network. AMIRA has its roots in 

stochastically solving an optimization

interference within and among the flows. In AMIRA, each node uses MAC level information to 

measure the link qualities which helps in selecting reduced interference paths and thus resulting 

in improved load balancing in additio

demonstrated that under network congestion, AMIRA 

end-to-end delay compared to other existing routing protocols because of its interference aware 

technique and stochastic data forwarding.
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(b) 

delivery ratio and (b) Packet delay vs. percentage of mobile nodes

3.4. Summary 

addressed routing for interference avoidance in infrastructure mesh 

networks. We proposed AMIRA which is an interference-aware routing protocol designed to 

improve load balancing by avoiding inter- and intra-flow interference in a typical mesh backbone 

has its roots in Ant Colony Optimization which is a meta-heuristic approach for 

n optimization problem. We added a local heuristic technique to avoid 

within and among the flows. In AMIRA, each node uses MAC level information to 

measure the link qualities which helps in selecting reduced interference paths and thus resulting 

in improved load balancing in addition to the auto load balancing feature. Our simulation results 

demonstrated that under network congestion, AMIRA achieves better throughput and low

end delay compared to other existing routing protocols because of its interference aware 

d stochastic data forwarding. 
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aware routing protocol designed to 

flow interference in a typical mesh backbone 

heuristic approach for 
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within and among the flows. In AMIRA, each node uses MAC level information to 

measure the link qualities which helps in selecting reduced interference paths and thus resulting 

n to the auto load balancing feature. Our simulation results 

throughput and lower 

end delay compared to other existing routing protocols because of its interference aware 
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CHAPTER 4  

SMART ANTS FOR EFFICIENT ROUTING IN MULTI-RADIO MULTI-CHANNEL WIRELESS 

MESH NETWORKS 

The availability of off-the-shelf, low cost, commodity networking hardware enables the 

incorporation of multiple radio interfaces operating in different radio channels in to a single 

mesh router; thus, forming a multi-radio mesh network. This can lead to a potential large 

improvement in the capacity of mesh networks compared to single-radio mesh networks. In this 

chapter, we address the problem of packet routing for efficient data forwarding in WMNs with 

the help of smart ants acting as intelligent agents. The aim is to study the use of such biology 

inspired agents to effectively route the packets in multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh 

networks (MRMC-WMNs). In particular, we propose AntMesh, a distributed interference-aware 

data forwarding architecture which enables the use of smart ants to probabilistically and 

concurrently perform the routing and data forwarding in order to provide a stochastic solution to 

the dynamic network routing problem. AntMesh belongs to the class of routing algorithms 

inspired by the behavior of real ants which are known to find a shortest path between their nest 

and a food source. In addition, we also propose a novel routing metric called Ant Routing Metric 

(ARM) which is designed to effectively utilize the space/channel diversity typically common in 

infrastructure WMNs. One interesting result of our investigation is that AntMesh has the 

capability to discover high throughput paths with less inter- and intra-flow interference when 

conventional wireless network routing protocols and metrics fail to do so. We implemented the 

AntMesh metric in ns-2 and will show extensive simulation evaluation results. We have tested 

the performance of our proposed routing architecture under various network scenarios, i.e., in 
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fixed and mobile node WMNs. The results obtained show AntMesh's advantages that make it a 

valuable candidate to operate in MRMC mesh networks.  

4.1. Problem Addressed 

Most of the traffic in a mesh network usually flows between regular nodes and a few 

Internet gateways (i.e., rarely end-to-end between regular nodes). This can result in an uneven 

loading of links and can cause certain paths to be saturated. Similarly, the existence of inter-

flow interference among the nodes and intra-flow interference within a transmission path may 

affect traffic loads on mesh nodes in a multi-radio WMN. The main objective of any mesh 

routing protocol is thus to effectively distribute the traffic by selecting channel diverse paths with 

less inter- and intra-flow interference. 

4.2. Contributions 

For the above described WMN packet routing problem, we have developed an efficient 

data forwarding architecture (AntMesh) based on smart ants acting as intelligent agents. The 

aim of this chapter is to study the use of such biologically inspired agents (smart ants) to 

effectively route the packets in MRMC WMNs. To achieve this, we propose a novel routing 

metric called Ant Routing Metric (ARM) which captures inter- and intra-flow interference by 

selecting reduced interference paths with increased channel diversity; thus, intuitively resulting 

in improved network performance. We will support this intuition by a thorough performance 

evaluation. We implemented the proposed ARM metric of AntMesh in ns-2 and carried out 

detailed and extensive simulation studies which we will use to compare our proposed metric to 

competing approaches. The salient features of our work that set our approach apart from the 

existing routing protocols and metrics in WMNs are listed as follows: 
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• We propose a distributed routing mechanism which enables the use of smart ants to 

probabilistically and concurrently perform the routing and data forwarding in order to  

solve a dynamic network routing problem. 

• We design a novel routing metric called Ant Routing Metric (ARM), and formally define 

the properties and conditions necessary for the design of such ant based metric for 

WMNs. The ARM helps to effectively utilize the space/channel diversity typically 

common in infrastructure WMNs.  

• We will show that ARM has the capability to discover high throughput paths with less 

inter- and intra-flow interferences when conventional wireless network routing protocols 

and metrics fail to do so. 

• To the best of our knowledge, our proposed forwarding architecture is among the first 

works that investigate the use of smart ants in WMNs while demonstrating a 

performance advantage. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We start with presenting the architecture 

of our proposed smart ant routing algorithm in Section 3 together with the introduction of our 

custom designed Ant Routing Metric (ARM). We describe the implementation details of 

AntMesh in Section 4 followed by simulation results to evaluate its performance, comparing it to 

existing routing schemes in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 6. 

4.3. AntMesh Forwarding Architecture 

In this section, we describe the details of AntMesh, a distributed routing algorithm which 

incorporates smart ants to find high-throughput paths (i.e., less interference paths) and 

improved load balancing specifically designed for WMNs. We will also formally introduce the Ant 
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Routing Metric (ARM) which helps to effectively handle the space/channel diversity typically 

common in WMNs. 

4.3.1 Data Structures 

The packet structure of a smart ant in our AntMesh forwarding architecture is shown in 

Table 4.I. The type field captures the type of ant that is being generated. ID is a uniquely 

generated smart ant identifier; for FSA it is generated by the source node and it is copied into 

BSA upon reaching the destination. The Src and Dst fields hold the addresses of the source 

node which generated the FSA and destination node for which a route is desired respectively; 

the addresses are swapped when an ant becomes a BSA. Hop holds the number of hops that a 

smart ant has covered so far. The CH field lists the channel information of the last two hops 

carried by the BSA and is used to measure the intra-flow interference in a mesh network. The 

Trip Time field reflects the accumulated trip time calculated so far by the BSA from the next hop 

node to the destination. Similarly, Q.Sizes represents the queue lengths of the last hop's 

neighboring nodes from where the smart ant has arrived. This field helps in estimating inter-flow 

interference of a link in a mesh network.  

Table 4.1 Smart Ant Structure 

Type ID Src Dst Hop CH Trip Time Q. Sizes 

FSA/BSA/Hello 1 S D 2 2-hop list 0.1ms Nbr. Q. size list 

 

In AntMesh, every node maintains three types of data structures explained as below: 

Pheromone table (Probabilistic routing table).This data structure stores the fitness of 

choosing a specific neighbor as next hop to reach a particular destination in the form of a 

probability. In other words, it contains pheromone trail information for routing from current node 

to destination node via the next hop. Thus, the pheromone table at any particular node k 
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contains mk rows where mk=│Nk│ and Nk is the set of neighboring nodes to node k. Each row 

contains N columns, where N is the total number of possible destinations in the network (total 

number of nodes, or population). So an entry Pid is the probability of sending a packet to 

destination d via link i and thus following relation holds for every column in the pheromone table 

at node k: 

∑ ��	 
 1��� ∀���1…��        (4.1) 

 

Delay table. The second data structure that is maintained by each node is the delay 

table that stores the average trip time to each destination in the network from the current node 

(thus this table will have � entries, one for each possible destination in the network). The value 

stored is an average calculated from the delay value carried by the last @ number of smart ants 

received. 

Link estimation table. The third table maintained by AntMesh is the local estimation 

table which contains the quality/strength of the outgoing links of that particular node to its 

neighbors. AntMesh uses hello smart ants (HSA) to measure these local link statistics in terms 

of link level packet transmission delays. 

A more detailed explanation on how these data structures are maintained will be 

provided later in this section.  

4.3.2 Route Discovery 

Smart ants in the form of control packets are generated at regular intervals from each 

node towards possible destinations in the network. Indeed, three types of ants are generated: 

forward smart ants (FSA) which travel from source to destination to discover paths, backward 

smart ants (BSA) traveling from the destination to the source to update the routing tables and 

hello smart ants (HSA) which collect the local link quality information to populate link estimation 
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table. In AntMesh, both FSA and BSA use high priority queues so that FSAs do not need to 

carry their per-hop experienced trip times, rather BSAs will estimate their trip time using the Ant 

Routing Metric (with the help of link estimation table being maintained at each node). 

AntMesh pheromone values to neighbors differently on initialization compared to other 

existing ant-based algorithms [14, 16, 21, 22]. The latter assume a uniform probability 

distribution when nodes are initialized. This means giving equal probability of selecting a 

specific neighbor as a next hop to reach a destination to all the neighbors of a node. However, 

assigning higher pheromone values to the neighboring nodes, which are also destination nodes 

for some other nodes in the network, results in faster initial network convergence while reducing 

network resource usage. In AntMesh, every node assigns the initial probabilities to all the 

destinations in the network as follows. For a destination node d that is not a neighbor node, the 

initial probability assignment (to all the neighbors �� of node k) is the same:1/Nk. However, for a 

destination node d which is also a neighbor node the initial probability in the routing table is:  

�	,� 
 	����� �ℎ���� 
 �        (4.2) 

The probabilities for the remaining neighboring nodes are: 

�	,� 
 �
���ℎ���� 
 ��        (4.3) 

Similarly, the selection of the next hop node by AntMesh is performed by the same 

principle as discussed in our previously proposed AMIRA algorithm (Chapter 3). An FSA v at an 

intermediate node k chooses the next hop u to reach a particular destination d according to 

Equation. 4.4 and Equation. 4.5.  

 
 !argmax'∈()*+,-�,  ./ �01 ≤ 13
�,-�,  .4�ℎ����5�

6      (4.4) 
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∑ 78-	,�.:;<�

        (4.5) 

where p is a uniform random number between [0, 1] and p0 is a constant in the range [0, 1]. 

Similarly τv[d,u] is the pheromone intensity on the link connecting next hop u with k to reach 

destination d. Equation. 4.4 indicates that if p≤p0 , the node with the maximum pheromone value 

among neighbors will be selected, otherwise, a proportional selection will be made based on the 

distribution Pv(d,u) over the neighbors (as shown in Equation. 4.5). Note, that the parameter p0 

can be seen as the relative importance of exploitation versus exploration.  

4.3.3 Designing the Ant Routing Metric (ARM) 

Previous research has addressed the design of efficient routing metrics in WMNs; we 

have provided an overview of some of these metrics in Section 2.1.3. However, routing metrics 

such as MIC [7], WCETT [6] and iAware [8] suffer from certain limitations when trying to capture 

interference in the network. For example, WCETT does not explicitly consider inter-flow 

interference which might result in directing traffic to an already saturated node thereby affecting 

overall network utilization [54]. MIC tries to reduce the interflow interference by counting the 

total number of neighboring nodes on both ends of a wireless link, however, this approach can 

prove to be over-conservative; this is due to assuming that just because a node is a neighbor, it 

will be definitely interfering (which is untrue if it has no data to send) [8]. iAware uses a physical 

model to capture the interference in WMNs; however, scalability issues may arise due to its 

complexity, and thus its application may be limited to small mesh networks [55]. These 

limitations to the existing routing metrics have given us an impetus to design a novel routing 

metric that is interference-aware and can capture the characteristics of ACO approaches in 

terms of robustness, efficiency, self-organization and automatic load balancing in WMNs. In 

order to understand ARM, we first have to look at what properties a routing metric should have 

in order to be suitable for creating network paths in an ant based routing algorithm.  
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4.3.3.1 Properties of Ant Routing Metric (ARM) 

We believe that a routing metric based on smart ants designed for WMNs should have 

the following properties: 

• The metric should capture the two types of interferences that inherently exist in mesh 

networks (namely inter- and intra-flow interference). 

• The metric should be able to evaluate the load on nodes in order to properly qualify the 

outgoing links. This would help in detouring packets to new route when needed and 

hence would result in a more load balanced network. 

• Since network nodes in a WMN can be equipped with multiple radios, a metric should 

be able to discover channel-diverse paths in order to reduce the interference and thus 

effectively improve the overall network throughput.  

The Ant Routing Metric was designed to exhibit the above mentioned desirable 

properties; ARM is a significant component of the AntMesh interference estimation rule. This 

rule is designed to fully capture the characteristics of WMNs including the types of interferences 

and to incorporate the desired properties of ARM in AntMesh forwarding architecture. ARM 

consists of two modules, i.e., the link estimation module (LEM) and the path estimation module 

(PEM)as shown in Figure 4.1. These two modules help ants to accurately measure the inter- 

and intra-flow interferences. 
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Figure 4.1 The AntMesh Architecture showing the two ARM modules 
 

4.3.3.2 Link Estimation Module (LEM) 

The link estimation module of AntMesh determines the quality/cost of a wireless link in 

terms of the average transmission time (delay), i.e., the time the MAC layer needs to transmit a 

packet on a particular outgoing link. We define this link transmission delay as the time from 

when a packet starts to be serviced by the MAC layer to the instant that it is successfully 

transmitted (thus including the time required by any or all retransmissions). Let Ti denote the 

transmission delay over link i, and Ntx denote the number of transmissions including 

retransmissions needed to successfully receive a packet. (In most practical cases,  Ntx≅1, as 

almost all the current wireless devices are equipped with multi-rate feature which automatically 

adjusts the link rate according to the link quality, resulting in successful transmission of around 

90% packets at the first time - see [50]). Lpkt is the data packet size and Rs is the link speed. 

Then the link transmission delay can be defined as follows:  

A�B�� 
 	��C × EFGHIJ +	 LM�NOP Q       (4.6) 

where MACoh is the standard packet sequence of sending a data packet. For example in the 

IEEE 802.11 DCF, MACoh is calculated as follows: 
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FGHIJ 
 	BR�S +	BT�S + 3BS�VS +	B	�VS +	BWT�      (4.7) 

Trts, Tcts ,Tack are the times required for the transmissions of RTS, CTS, and ACK frames 

respectively; Tsifs and Tdifs are the inter-frame spaces: SIFS and DIFS. 

Since the 802.11 DCF MAC has a contention based nature, the link delay time needs to 

be modeled as a random variable. Therefore, in order to mimic a real packet transmission delay 

and to avoid any wide fluctuations in the measurement due to traffic bursts, a smoothing 

window approach is used over a time interval to get the average value of the link transmission 

delay. If B�� is the current delay in sending one packet on a link then we calculate the average 

link transmission delay using the following exponential running average: 

X�YZ[-B�. 
 	\B�� +	-1 − \.B��^�                                                                                 (4.8) 

where\ is the learning rate that controls how much relevance is given to old samples compared 

to new samples. 

However, E[Ti] of Equation. 4.6 is just the MAC layer transmission delay which does not 

capture the traffic load, i.e., it does not encapsulate the queuing delay, which depends on the 

number of packets waiting in the buffer for transmission. Packets that are already in the queue 

must be served by the MAC layer before any newly arrived packet is served. Therefore, the link 

estimation module (LEM) calculates the total transmission delay of a packet on a particular 

outgoing link as the packet transmission delay of the number of packets in the buffer plus the 

transmission delay of the newly arrived packet: 

_`� 
 	A�B�� × `� + A�B��       (4.9) 
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where Qk is the queue size at node k and thus LQi captures the link quality of link i. Note that LQi 

includes the load on node k and is therefore commensurate to the total time it would take for a 

newly arrived packet at a node k to be transmitted to the next hop.  

4.3.3.3 Path Estimation Module (PEM) 

The path estimation module of AntMesh has been designed to cater for the remaining 

desirable properties of smart ants, i.e., it will help discover channel diverse paths and capture 

inter- and intra-flow interference. 

Recall, that after the completion of the path discovery an FSA, a backward smart ant 

(BSA) is created and is sent back to the source to update the data structures maintained by 

each node. During the BSA’s travel to the source, each node that encounters the BSA updates 

its delay table data structure. They do so by estimating the smart ant’s trip time from the current 

node to the destination node; this trip time is estimated as the sum of the average transmission 

time it takes to send a data packet from the current node to the next hop node (from where the 

smart ant has arrived) and the estimated accumulated trip time encountered so far by the BSA. 

The local link transmission delay of the next hop node is provided by the link estimation module 

using the link estimation table.  

Inter-flow Interference. Since, nodes transmitting on the same wireless channel 

compete for the shared medium, whenever a node is involved in a transmission; its neighboring 

nodes should not communicate at the same time with other nodes on the same channel. The 

PEM of AntMesh captures inter-flow interference at each node and incorporates it into the local 

link estimation table. Let I(k) denote the set of queue sizes of node k's interfering nodes; we 

define IFLDk,i,c, “inter-flow link delay” as follows:  

ab_X�,�,T 
 	_`� ×�Zcda-�.e       (4.10) 
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where IFLDk,i,c is the link transmission delay of a particular link i transmitting on channel c when 

inter-flow interference is considered. The path estimation module (PEM) only uses the 

maximum queue size of the neighboring node among all the neighbors (because a node with a 

very short queue length can still be congested if its interfering nodes have a lot of packets to 

send out); This makes sense as the current activities of all neighboring nodes are important in 

order to find out if they are indeed contending or not. AntMesh uses hello smart ants (HSA) to 

capture these node statistics in terms of queue sizes among the neighboring nodes. Therefore a 

high-contention link that would result in increased link transmission delay is detected timely by 

PEM. 

More precisely, the rationale behind using queue lengths of neighboring nodes when 

measuring contention on a link belonging to a particular node can be understood with the help 

of a simple example (as illustrated in Figure 4.2). Let us assume that each node is configured to 

use a single channel; let S be the source node and D the destination node. So there are two 

paths to reach to D: S-A-D and S-C-D. Node S calculates the inter-flow interference of its 

neighboring nodes A and C by taking into account their queue sizes on links i and j respectively. 

It is clear that neighboring node A has more neighbors than node C, which initially gives the 

impression that the contention on link i is going to be higher than on link j. However, the amount 

of interference really depends on the number of packets waiting to be served in the queues of 

those neighboring nodes. So the neighbors around link j(although less in number) have more 

packets waiting in the queue than the neighbors of link i. Therefore, the contention on link i is 

less than that at link j. This is what is captured by the PEM, which will eventually lead to 

improving the overall network performance.  



 

 

Figure 4.2 AntMesh 
 

Intra-flow Interference.

to source; they keep a record of the channel

together with the accumulated trip time. When the BSA is received by a node (intermediate, or 

destination) the PEM checks the smart ant for the links it has traversed; if the two latest hops 

used the same radio channel then it increases the total transmissi

4.10 by a cost factor f:: 

aBB�,T 
 	 ab_X�,�,T × f 

where ITTi,c  (inter + intra-flow transmission time ) is the total link transmission delay of a link 

on channel c  of a particular node. The cost facto
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AntMesh PEM inter-flow interference capturing example  

flow Interference. BSAs in AntMesh follow a deterministic path from destination 

keep a record of the channel properties of the links on which it has traversed 

together with the accumulated trip time. When the BSA is received by a node (intermediate, or 

hecks the smart ant for the links it has traversed; if the two latest hops 

used the same radio channel then it increases the total transmission time calculated in Equation 

        

flow transmission time ) is the total link transmission delay of a link 

of a particular node. The cost factor α is calculated as: 

 

 

follow a deterministic path from destination 

of the links on which it has traversed 

together with the accumulated trip time. When the BSA is received by a node (intermediate, or 

hecks the smart ant for the links it has traversed; if the two latest hops 

on time calculated in Equation 

 (4.11) 

flow transmission time ) is the total link transmission delay of a link i 
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f 
 	 �ghijNLk:          (4.12) 

where Qnext is the number of packets waiting in the queue at the next hop node, L is the packet 

size, and Bi is the bandwidth of the link. Since only one link can be active at any time, if both the 

consecutive links are on the same channel then the effective bandwidth will be Bi / 2 (i.e., the 

transmission time should be doubled for packets using the same channel on consecutive links). 

Similarly, no cost will be added to the total transmission delay when the two last-hop channels 

are different along the path, i.e., α=0.ITTi,c will be added to the trip time that the BSA has 

accumulated so far from the next hop neighbor node j to the destination node d denoted as 

Tripj,d. The BSA updates the trip time field of the delay table and hence the total trip time from a 

node i to destination node dis cumulative and is calculated as: 

B��1�,	 
	 aBB�,T +	B��1l,	       (4.13) 

where Tripj,d is the trip time from next hop node j to the destination d and is taken from the Trip 

Time field of the BSA packet structure.  

4.3.4 Route Maintenance 

After the calculation of trip times Tripi,d, BSAs trigger an update of the pheromone table 

values corresponding to a specific destination. However, there is a need for a mechanism to 

correctly integrate the transmission time measured by the AntMesh, into the pheromone table. 

Such mechanism will improve the routing decision process with respect to the quality of the link. 

Let us denote the average trip time for a particular destination d stored in the delay table at 

node i with Ti,d, (and the current calculated trip by Tripi,d) then: 

∆1 
 �
� × n o:,p

oR�q:,pr        (4.14) 
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where ∆p is the reinforcement value that will be added to the pheromone table;∆p depends on 

how good Tripi,d is. Since, AntMesh keeps up to date local link quality information, the trip time 

Tripi,d captures the latest network condition in terms of traffic load and congestion. Now, the 

pheromone values in the pheromone table corresponding to a particular destination d via next 

hop i can be updated as follows: 

��,	 
 	 s:,p�	∆q�	�∆q          (4.15) 

Similarly, the other neighbors as next hops j for the same destination can be downgraded: 

�l,	 	
 	 st,p
�	�∆q�ℎ���u ≠ �        (4.16) 

Note that Equation. 4.15 and Equation. 4.16 satisfy Equation. 4.1 (they sum up to 1). 

4.3.5 Smart Ant Flow Diagram 

The processes involved in AntMesh are fully distributed in nature and they are 

performed concurrently on each node of the WMN. Figure 4.3 shows a flow chart for smart ants 

in AntMesh as experienced at any particular node. We can observe that when a smart ant 

arrives at a node, the following sequence of steps are taken.  

• First, AntMesh checks whether the smart ant that has just arrived is a duplicate (based 

on its ID) and if so then the packet gets dropped. 

• If the incoming ant is an FSA, and the node is an intermediate node then a pseudo-

random node transition rule is applied. If the FSA arrives to the destination node, then 

necessary information from the FSA is copied into BSA and the FSA is destroyed.  

• If the incoming ant is an HSA, then the ARM metric is applied (as explained in Section 

4.3.1.) 



 

 

• If the incoming ant is a BSA, the

capture the inter-flow 

pheromone updating rule is applied to updat
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Here we will use a simple wireless network 

AntMesh and particularly its ARM 

D respectively; Chi s the channel number 

queues is depicted next to each node 
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ant is a BSA, then path estimation module of the ARM metric

 and intra-flow interference. Also, for each BSA 

ing rule is applied to update corresponding pheromone table entries.

 
3 AntMesh flow-chart for smart ant processing 

 

4.4. An Illustrative Example 

a simple wireless network (depicted in Figure 4.4) to illustrate how 

AntMesh and particularly its ARM work. We denote the source and destination nodes by 

the channel number a link is using. The number of packets waiting in the 

next to each node in the circles. Similarly, the link estimation and delay 

ARM metric is used to 

 received, the 

e table entries. 

 

to illustrate how 

work. We denote the source and destination nodes by S and 

ackets waiting in the 

nk estimation and delay 
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tables of each node are shown in the figure and the path computation is shown above each 

table to calculate the trip time. The path discovery process works as follows: in order to 

compute our path metric when the FSA traverses the network, we need the link metric for each 

link traversed and the channel id of the last two hops on which they were transmitted. The FSA 

carries the link metric and the channel ids of the links traversed. The sequence of steps 

performed by the AntMesh are as follows:. 

• Node S initiates route discovery by generating an FSA, which reaches D while using the 

pheromone tables on each node by applying pseudo-random node transition rule.  

• The FSA can reach to destination node D through two paths i.e. S-A-F-D (path 1) or S-

G-C-F-D (path 2). Now, destination node D generates the BSA which follows the same 

path as the FSA; the BSA updates the pheromone table, the local link estimation table 

and the delay table (as explained before).  

• When the BSA reaches node F, it records both inter- and intra-flow interferences of the 

link it has traversed by taking the maximum of the queue sizes of the neighboring nodes 

of D (max[QD]=1) and incorporating α. It then merges these measurements into the link 

quality of the link (link estimation module - maintained by link quality table). This step is 

the same for either paths. 

• Now we have to distinguish between the two paths. For path-1 (S-A-F-D), as the 

backward smart ant travels to A, it carries with it the accumulated trip time of F-D. On 

reaching node A, the inter-flow interference is measured (max[QF,QC,QD,QE]=5) and 

then is incorporated into the local link quality of the link A-F stored at link quality table 

using Equation. 4.10. The last two hops' channels were different (AF = 2, FD = 4), 

therefore no intra-flow interference exists along these linksα=0.  

Similar calculations are carried for the BSA traversing on path-2 (S-G-C-F-D), i.e., when 
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reaching node C, the trip time for a packet to reach node D from C is calculated. This 

trip time is then integrated into the pheromone table. The same step is repeated for 

node G on path-2 and eventually upon reaching source node S, the metric captures the 

inter- and intra-flow interferences of the links on which the smart ant has arrived 

(updating the data structures accordingly). Note, that for path-1, there is an intra-flow 

interference along links SA and AF as they both are on the same channel  and this has 

been taken care of by the ARM metric using its path estimation module (by adding a 

factorα=0.5). 

The example points out that although path-1 contains less number of hops than path-2, 

the contention in terms of inter- and intra-flow interference along the path is higher. Therefore, 

the trip time to reach designation D on node S via the outgoing link G is likely less than through 

neighbor node A. This is shown in the delay table of node S, in Figure 4.4. Although this 

discussion concludes our example on how our smart ants capture interferences along routes, 

we will show shortly how this behavior will eventually result in an overall improved performance. 
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Figure 4.4 Illustrative Topology - An example illustrating the working of Smart Ants in AntMesh.  

 
 

4.5. Experimental Setup 

In this section we describe implementation details of AntMesh as incorporated into ns-2 

[51]. We have selected ns-2 for implementation and simulation purposes based on its popularity 

and acceptance by the academic community. In order to measure link qualities by our link 

estimation module (LEM) of the ARM metric, a list of one-hop neighboring nodes and their 

corresponding link qualities (i.e., in the form of link delays) are maintained in a local heuristic 

table. This table is receives input from periodically broadcast HELLO messages. Upon receiving 
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a HELLO message, each node responds with its queue size along with the list of its one-hop 

neighbors and their corresponding queue sizes (this is used to calculate the inter-flow 

interference by the PEM). This creates an inherent message overhead of AntMesh. However, 

periodical HELLO exchange has been widely adopted by most of the routing protocols reviewed 

in section 2.1.3 [5, 6, 56]. The smart ant forwarding process is probabilistic by nature meaning 

that ants are forwarded at each intermediate node according to the next hop probabilities in the 

pheromone table. This enables the exploration of available paths in the network. However, data 

packets are routed deterministically (based on the highest pheromone value in pheromone 

table) at each node due to the fact that the pheromone values in the pheromone table are 

directly affected by the link quality that changes with the traffic load on the network. 

The actual code, i.e., the implementation of the AntNet algorithm for ns-2 is available at 

[57] (recall, that AntNet was originally designed for wired networks). In order to make it 

comparable with our proposed forwarding architecture for evaluation purposes, we modified the 

AntNet code for wireless scenarios. We call this modified AntNet implementation WAntNet 

(Wireless AntNet). Similarly, we have implemented some well-known link-quality metrics in 

WMNs such as MIC and WCETT in ns-2 for comparative studies. 

Since, most of the traffic in a real WMN is either to or from a wired network [1, 52] (e.g., 

through Internet gateway points), in our simulations, flows are destined to one to four gateway 

nodes. The common configuration parameters for all simulation studies in this section are listed 

in Table 4.2. Although some may argue that some of these values do not represent current 

state of the art (e.g., link bandwidth is low), our purpose is to provide a comparative evaluation 

(relative results) and thus we believe that the absolute values of simulation parameters will not 

strongly influence our results. Any topology related change in the simulation will be mentioned 

in the appropriate subsection.   
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The goals of our simulations are to evaluate the effectiveness of AntMesh (particularly 

its ARM metric) in finding high-throughput paths(paths with less interference) and to quantify the 

benefit of AntMesh over existing mesh routing metrics and protocols.    

Table 4.2 Simulation Configurations 

Simulation area 1000 x 1000 m
2
 

Transmission range 250 m 

Propagation model Two-ray ground 

MAC protocol 802.11 CSMA (RTS/CTS disabled) 

Link bandwidth 2 Mbps 

Traffic type CBR (UDP) 

Packet size 512 bytes 

Number of nodes 15 or 100 

Number of radios ≤ 3 

Hello interval 1 second 

Buffer size 20 packets 

 

4.6. Simulation Results 

4.6.1 Single Radio Single Channel WMNs 

Here we show evaluation results on the performance of AntMesh in single radio, single 

channel WMN environments. Since, each radio is configured to the same channel, there is no 

reason to capture intra-flow interference along the flows. Therefore, the path estimation module  

of ARM is disabled in these sets of simulations. As in Chapter 3, we divide our simulations into 

two sets of experiments namely grid topology simulations and random topology simulations. We 
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compare the ARM metric of AntMesh with two well-known mesh routing metrics: ETX [5] and 

ETT [6]. We also compare AntMesh with WAntNet. 

4.6.1.1 Grid Topology 

In the first set of experiments we use a regular grid network as shown in Figure 3.1 with 

nodes placed over a 1000m x 1000m area, arranged in a 3 x 5 row-column grid fashion. Three 

constant-bit-rate flows of UDP packets are deployed on the grid with traffic destined to nodes at 

each end of the grid’s rows. Figures 4.5a) and b) show total network throughput and average 

end-to-end packet delay, respectively. We can observe that ARM outperforms the other metrics 

in terms of both the average end-to-end delay and network throughput. At low network load 

conditions (when the packet generation rate is low), all metrics perform similarly, but as the load 

increases the throughput of WAntNet and ETX start to degrade, but ETT and AntMesh still go 

strong. When the network reaches the saturation point ETT starts to decline as it cannot deal 

with interference among the flows. The ARM metric of AntMesh keeps providing better 

throughput because of the link quality information that it stores in order to re-route the packets 

in case of increased interference among the flows. AntMesh's stochastic data forwarding helps 

distribute (or load balance) the data traffic in the network.  Similarly, looking at Figure4.5b), we 

can notice that under low load conditions, all protocols have similar average end-to-end packet 

delays. However, as the network becomes saturated, packets start to drop due to flow 

interference; In these situations, as expected, AntMesh/ARM outperforms the three other 

metrics. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.5 Grid Topology (a) Network throughput (b) End-to-End delay 
 

 

4.6.1.2 Random Topology 

In the second set of simulations we randomly generate networks of size 1000m x 

1000m each having 100 nodes, and 10 flows, destined to 3 gateway nodes.  Figures 4.6 a) and 

b) show total network throughput and average end-to-end packet delay respectively. AntMesh 

once again outperforms all the other routing metrics because of its interference-avoidance 

strategy, both in terms of throughput and average end-to-end packet delay.Figure4.6 b) 

captures the situation when even though, the interference avoidance feature of ARM metric of 

AntMesh might force a packet to take longer path, the fact that the path chosen would be less 

prone to packet losses results in lower end-to-end delay. Similarly, to the previous case, the 

throughput performances of all investigated protocols were comparable until the saturation point 

from which on AntMesh/ARM has a significantly better performance. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.6 Random Topology (a) Network throughput (b) End-to-End delay 
 

 

4.6.2 Multi Radio Multi Channel WMNs 

For evaluating AntMesh in a multi-radio WMN environment, we modified the node 

models in our studies to contain two radios. 802.11b DCF is used as the underlying MAC 

protocol. We have considered two different topologies for our evaluation. The first topology is 

that of Figure 3.1 while the second topology is an infrastructure grid mesh topology with random 

location nodes added. In this semi-random topology we place 20 nodes uniform randomly in a 

1000m by 1000m area, and four traffic flows are generated destined to one to four gateway 

nodes. We compare the performance of AntMesh/ARM with two of the already described 

routing metrics: WCETT and MIC. 

4.6.2.1 MIC Topology and Traffic Pattern 

We want to observe the effectiveness of our proposed ARM in overcoming the MIC 

limitation of not capturing inter-flow interference. We therefore compare the performance of 

AntMesh with MIC on the topology shown in Figure 4.4. We first start a flow from node w to 
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node X and then we add four more flows each having different source and destination pairs. 

Figure 4.7 shows the end to end throughput of flow (w-X) with varying offered load when 

ARM/AntMesh, MIC, and WCETT are used in the illustrative topology. When the load on the 

network increases, node G experiences more contention on its outgoing links (captured by 

PEM). Clearly, the benefit of considering the queue sizes of neighboring nodes to measure the 

actual interference rather than just a mere number of neighboring nodes (MIC) is evident from 

the increased throughput in the graph. Notice, that WCETT performs almost equally well as 

ARM; we believe this is because the best path in the illustrative topology is path-2 (w − x − H −
b − X) (a channel diverse path) therefore, the channel cost component and its use of the ETT 

metric managed to choose the “right path”. However, we will see later that WCETT 

underperforms AntMesh and even MIC on large scale mesh networks because of its inability in 

effectively measuring inter-flow interference.  

 
Figure 4.7 Throughput in the Illustrative MIC-tuned Topology 

 

4.6.2.2 Mesh Topology 

Figures 4.8 a) and b) present the total network throughput versus the flow rate for the 

grid and the random topologies, respectively. We can observe that AntMesh provides increased 
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throughput, outperforming the other schemes by as much as 35% especially when the network 

becomes congested. WCETT performs the poorest among the schemes since it does not 

capture the inter-flow interference among the nodes. Again, the increased throughput of 

AntMesh is due to the capturing of inter- and intra-flow interferences by its PEM of ARM. 

Although, MIC performs equally well when the network load is light, as the network starts to 

saturate, nodes’ queues start filling up, affecting the link quality; this is only recognized by 

ARM’s PEM module. The involvement of the PEM module of ARM results in earlier detouring of 

the flow than with the MIC where only neighboring node count is considered. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.8 AntMesh Throughput (a) Grid Topology (b) Random Topology 
 

 

Figures 4.9 a) and b) demonstrate the average end-to-end delay in the grid and random 

topologies respectively. AntMesh outperforms other schemes in terms of end-to-end delay of 

packets by as much as 30%. However, and in particular in the random topology, the end-to-end 

delay of ARM/AntMesh and MIC are comparable when the network is heavily loaded; this is 
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because of overhead experienced by AntMesh due to the path change (influenced by the 

stochastic behavior of queue lengths).  

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.9 End-to-End delay (a) Grid (b) Random 
 

The packet loss ratios of all three approaches in the grid and random topologies are 

shown in Figures 4.19 a) and b) respectively. When the network load is low, the packet loss 

ratios, as expected, for all of the three schemes are low; as the network becomes more and 

more saturated, AntMesh outperforms WCETT and MIC by avoiding inter- and intra-flow 

interference paths. Particularly, in grid topology, the difference in packet loss ratio among 

AntMesh and other two schemes is very evident and can result in as much as a 60% reduction. 

Table 4.3 summarizes our multi-radio mesh network results of ARM/AntMesh and the 

two comparative approaches (MIC, WCETT). It lists the average packet latency of the end-to-

end packet delay. It also shows the packet delivery fraction (PDF) which is the ratio of the 

number of packets received at all the destinations to the total number of packets sent in the 

network. One interesting observation in Table 4.3 is that the latency of almost all the metrics on 
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our MIC-illustrative topology is significantly less when compared to the latency of these metrics 

in a mesh topology. This is due to the size of the MIC-illustrative topology which contains fewer 

mesh nodes as compared to the larger mesh topologies that we have considered in the results. 

AntMesh reduces packet drops and maintains smaller average packet latencies and PDFs as 

compared to both the MIC and WCETT. Also, note that in our MIC-illustrative topology, the PDF 

of MIC is less than WCETT whose PDF is close to ARM. This is due to the timely estimation of 

link qualities by taking the queue sizes into account with the help of hello smart ants and the 

ability of backward smart ants to select the best path in terms of channel diversity.      

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.10 Packet Loss (a) Grid (b) Random 
 

Table 4.3 Multi radio Mesh Network Results 

Topology 

Illustrative 
Mesh Topology 

Grid Random 

Avg. Latency 

(ms) 

Packet 

Delivery 

Fraction 

[%] 

Avg. 

Latency 

(ms) 

Packet 

Delivery 

Fraction 

[%] 

Avg. 

Latency 

(ms) 

Packet 

Delivery 

Fraction 

[%] 

AntMesh 13.772 91 93.96 93.2 0.41 94.33 

MIC 21.34 82 110.81 85.79 0.49 90.99 

WCETT 15.34 90.1 132.35 81.23 0.59 86.56 
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4.7. Summary 

This chapter studied the problem of packet routing in WMNs with a specific emphasis 

on a smart ant framework. To enable the use of such intelligent and distributed agents we 

proposed an interference-aware data forwarding architecture called AntMesh. AntMesh 

provides a distributed, stochastic heuristic to solve a dynamic network routing problem. In 

addition, we also proposed a novel routing metric called Ant Routing Metric (ARM) which was 

designed to enable effective utilization of the space/channel diversity typically common in 

infrastructure WMNs. We demonstrated the stability of our proposed ARM metric through 

simulations; we have shown that AntMesh/ARM quickly converges to favorable path under 

situations when traffic characteristics change (among others when load on the network is 

increased). We have shown that with an appropriate tuning of the parameters, ARM behaves 

better when compared to other competing approaches in both single- as well as multi-radio 

mesh networks.  
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CHAPTER 5  

INTERFERENCE-AWARE CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTEXPLOITING PARTIALLY OVERLAPPED 

CHANNELS IN 802.11-BASED MESHES 

In this chapter, we address the problem of channel assignment considering partially 

overlapping channels (POCs) for interference avoidance in multi-radio multi-channel wireless 

mesh networks (MRMC-WMNs). A novel interference model is proposed which provides a 

systematic approach of measuring the interference caused by links operating on POCs by 

considering both adjacent channel interference as well as corresponding physical distances 

between mesh nodes. Based on this model, we design an interference-aware channel 

assignment algorithm called i-POCA which enables the use of smart ants for assigning 

orthogonal and non-orthogonal channels to radios in order to minimize total network 

interference. More precisely, we will show a centralized and a distributed design for i-POCA. We 

evaluate our algorithms through extensive simulations and demonstrate that our proposed 

algorithms improve network throughput by efficient utilization of the available spectrum.  

5.1. Introduction 

Mesh nodes incorporating multiple radios operating in different radio channels form the 

basis of multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh networks (MRMC-WMN). This technology 

enables a potential large improvement in bandwidth capacity compared to single radio mesh 

networks. However, in a typical multi-radio mesh network, the total number of radios within the 

network is usually significantly higher than the number of available channels in the network 

(e.g., the total number of channels in the U.S. for IEEE802.11b/g is 11). This forces many links 

to operate on the same (set of) channels, resulting in interference among transmissions. The 
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existence of such interference if not designed for, can affect the capacity of the network by 

decreasing the throughput. Therefore, understanding and mitigating interference has become 

one of the fundamental issues in MRMC-WMNs and recently a number of channel assignment 

(CA) solutions have been proposed to solve this problem [2, 35-47].   

Most of the existing research [45-47]on channel assignment is focused on assigning 

orthogonal (non-overlapping) channels to links belonging to neighboring nodes in order to 

minimize the interference in the network. Since, links operating on orthogonal channels do not 

interfere at all, multiple parallel transmission can be possible resulting in overall network 

throughput improvement. The number of non-overlapping channels in commodity wireless 

platforms such as 802.11b/g is very small (only 3 orthogonal channels out of total 11 channels), 

while nodal density in a typical MRMC-WMN is high. This realization has recently drawn 

attention to the study of partially overlapped channels (POC) for channel assignment in such 

networks [35]. The basic idea is to make the whole wireless spectrum available to nodes for 

channel selection as a result of which, partially overlapped channels may be used. This enables 

multiple concurrent transmissions on radios configured on POCs and therefore may increase 

network capacity (in terms of throughput) by more efficient spectrum utilization.   

Previously, an algorithm for channel assignment based solely on orthogonal channels 

had to deal with only co-channel interference. However, one of the major issues in designing 

efficient channel assignment schemes using POCs is the adjacent channel interference, which 

is the interference between two neighbors configured on adjacent channels. The effect of such 

adjacent channel interference has a direct relationship with the geographical location of these 

two nodes, i.e., the farther two nodes are apart, the less interference is created on adjacent 

channels. Nonetheless, the assignment of orthogonal and non-orthogonal channels in high 

density mesh networks needs to be carefully coordinated; the key issue lies in the fact that the 
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interference between adjacent channels has to be considered. This needs to be done 

intelligently so that channel capacity is maximized, otherwise the shared nature of wireless 

medium can lead to serious performance degradation of the whole mesh network.  

This chapter focuses on the problem of channel assignment using partially overlapping 

channels for interference avoidance in the context of 802.11 b/g based MRMC-WMNs. The 

salient features of our work are as follows:  

• We propose a partially overlapped interference graph (POIG) model to capture the 

interference caused by links operating on non-overlapping and overlapping channels. 

• Based on this model, we design i-POCA; a channel assignment algorithm which 

enables the use of smart ants for assigning POCs to radios.  

• i-POCA utilizes all the available channels effectively and achieves a significant 

improvement in network throughput by reducing various interference effects (e.g., self, 

co-channel, and adjacent channel interference) that are typically common in a MRMC-

WMN. 

• Simulation results demonstrate that our proposed i-POCA algorithm outperforms other 

existing schemes by as much as 36% when the network is saturated. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the benefits of 

using POCs in WMNs with the help of our test bed experiments, followed by the description of 

our proposed interference model in Section 3. Our interference-aware channel assignment 

algorithm i-POCA is presented in Section 4(both its centralized and distributed versions). 

Section 5 evaluates the performance of the i-POCA algorithms. Section 6 concludes this 

chapter. 
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5.2. Benefits of Using Partially Overlapped Channels (POCs) 

In this section, we will discuss the benefits of using POCs in WMNs. First, we will 

explain what the different scenarios are and where the use of partial overlap among channels 

can be useful. This will be followed by results from our testbed experiment to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of POCs for WMN. 

Mishra et. al,. in [58] have performed detailed experiments to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of using partial overlap among channels in WMNs. The authors have measured 

the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of two communicating nodes configured on adjacent channels 

and mapped them on to a normalized [0,1] scale with 0 representing the minimum signal 

received; Their results are shown in Table 5.I.  

Table 5.1 SNR of transmission made on channel 6. 

Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Normalized SNR  

(I-factor) 
0 0.22 0.60 0.72 0.77 1.0 0.96 0.77 0.66 0.39 0 

 

A typical bandwidth of an IEEE802.11b channel which uses direct sequence spread 

spectrum (DSSS) is 44MHz. It is distributed equally on each side of the center frequency of that 

channel i.e. 22MHz on each side. A transmit spectrum mask as shown in Figure 5.1 is applied 

to the signal at the transmitting station which is basically used by the transmitter to limit the 

output power on different frequencies. As it can be seen from the figure, the mask is set to 0 dB 

at the center frequency where signal is passed without any attenuation. However, at 

frequencies beyond 11MHz on either side of the center frequency, the signal's power is 

attenuated by as much as 30 dB and at 22MHz as much as50 dB. The receiver also uses a 

band pass filter centered around the nominal transmission frequency of the channel.  
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Figure 5.1 IEEE 802.11b transmit spectrum mask 

 

Three scenarios are discussed in [58] where the use of partial overlap among the 

channels can be useful in the context of wireless mesh networks. 

Multi-channel communication: The first scenario is when a node can communicate with 

two of its neighboring nodes configured on orthogonal channels (OCs) by operating on a partial 

overlapping channel. Basically, for a little reduction in throughput, one can use partially 

overlapping channels and this can give flexibility in topology construction while reducing the 

extra overhead in channel switching to enable communication.  

Throughput improvement: The second scenario is when nodes in a mesh network have 

only one radio and therefore, can be configured to one channel at a time. there is a possibility of 

network disconnection while assigning different channels to nodes in the network. Channels 

with partial overlap can be assigned to nodes in such a manner that improves the overall 

network throughput capacity. In this way, the assignment of partial overlapping channels has to 

be intelligent enough to utilize the maximum bandwidth available and therefore can result in 

significant throughput improvements.  

Channel re-use: Shorter ranges for frequency reuse can be obtained if two interfering 

links are assigned partially overlapping channels rather than orthogonal channels. It is possible 

to significantly improve the overall channel re-use by careful assignment of channels which 

results in better throughput.  
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Later, in [59], the same authors have shown the advantage of using POCs in two 

different types of networks i.e. WLANs and WMNs. In a WLAN setup, close by access points 

(APs) can be assigned POCs such that the signal attenuation due to the overlap degrades to a 

tolerable level. In other words, the interference range of the APs is reduced as perceived by the 

neighboring AP operating on a partial overlapping channel. This provides efficient spatial re-use 

of channels and more APs can operate concurrently providing better service to clients. Similarly, 

in a single radio WMN environment throughput can be improved when nodes can be configured 

to overlapping channels in order to avoid network disconnection and also to avoid channel 

switching overhead. 

Next we will show results from experiments performed on a real testbed in order to 

evaluate the benefits of using partially overlapping channels in mesh networks. Our 

experimental testbed consists of four LinksysWRT54GLv1.1 wireless routers, each equipped 

with one radio. We installed the Freifunk firmware [60] on these routers for more freedom in our 

experiments. We created two point-to-point networks between two router pairs and thus formed 

two links each consisting of two routers as shown in Figure 5.2; Link-1 belongs to Pair-1 and 

Link-2 belongs to Pair-2. Each radio onLink-1 is fixed on channel 6; we varied the channels 

Pair-2 from 1 to 6. The distance between nodes belonging to the same link is kept constant 

throughout the experiment. Pair-1 is fixed at a particular location whilePair-2 is moved to various 

locations with distances from Pair-1 ranging from 5 to 30 meters. UDP and TCP traffic is 

generated on both links lasting for 10 seconds. The throughput on Link-2 is measured and the 

results are averaged over several runs. Three different IEEE802.11b defined data rates are 

used for conducting the experiments, i.e. 2, 5.5 and 11 Mbps.  
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Figure 5.2 POC measurement testbed 

 

Figures 5.3 a), b), and c) show the UDP throughput on Link-2 with the different channel 

separations for the three data rates. It can be seen that as the distance between the two 

interfering links are increased, the throughput increases due to the reduced amount of 

interference. In this setup we did not see any further improvements when nodes were more than 

30 meters apart. However, the same maximum throughput can be achieved at a much lower 

distance with increased channel separation between the two links. For example, at about 20 

meters, Link-2 achieves the maximum benchmark throughput, when the channel separation 

between the two links is three. For data rates 5.5Mbps and 11Mbps, we notice similar results; 

however, maximum throughput can be achieved by eliminating interference at a much lower 

distances i.e. about 15 meters, when the channel separation is 3 as compared to 30 meters, 

when both the channels are separated by 1 only.  Figures 5.4a), b), and c) show the 

comparable results when TCP traffic is used on all the three 802.11b data rates.  

From these results, we can extrapolate the interference ranges of nodes with varying 

channel separation and at different data rates; this comprehension is shown in Figure 5.5. Each 

point in the graph represents the minimum distance that is required between the two links in 

order for them to experience no interference and achieve maximum throughput when they are 

on particular partially overlapping channels (with a given channel separation). We can observe 
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that the interference ranges are decreasing with increasing channel separation and increasing 

data rates. From these measurements, we can empirically conclude that the interference range 

of nodes operating on POCs is significantly less than the range when they are on the same 

channel. (Similar experiments have been performed before in [35, 41, 48];however, those 

experiments were done either on wireless card equipped computers or a computer attached to 

an access point. We believe, that our setup is more representative for a WMN and thus 

provides a better understanding of POCs in mesh networks.)Therefore, there is a tradeoff 

between efficient utilization of the wireless spectrum and a slight decrease in throughput. An 

intelligent assignment of partially overlapping channels can decrease the impact of interference, 

eventually resulting in more efficient utilization of the spectrum. 



 

 

(a) 

Figure 5.3 UDP throughput of two interfering 
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(b)  

 
(c) 

UDP throughput of two interfering links as a function of channel separation
Mbps (b) 5.5 Mbps (c) 11 Mbps 

 

links as a function of channel separation. (a) 2.2 



 

 

(a) 

Figure 5.4 TCP throughput of two interfering links as a function of channel separation
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(b) 

 
(c) 

TCP throughput of two interfering links as a function of channel separation
Mbps (b) 5.5 Mbps (c) 11 Mbps 

 

TCP throughput of two interfering links as a function of channel separation. (a) 2.2 



 

 

Figure 5.5 Interference 
 

In this section, we discuss our first contribution

interference graph (POIG), which can effectively model interferences in a WMN. 

5.3.1 Partially Overlapped Interference Graph (POIG) Model

The first step in developing mechanisms which take advantage of the partial overlap is 

to build a model that captures this overlap in a quantitative fashion. We introduce POIG
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Interference range as a function of data rates. 

5.3. Interference Model 

In this section, we discuss our first contribution for POCs, the partially overlapped 

interference graph (POIG), which can effectively model interferences in a WMN.  

Partially Overlapped Interference Graph (POIG) Model 

The first step in developing mechanisms which take advantage of the partial overlap is 

a model that captures this overlap in a quantitative fashion. We introduce POIG

channel, adjacent channel and self-interference. Previously we have shown 

the interference range of two nodes communicating using POCs is much less than that 

nodes communicating on same channel. This is because only a part of signal’s power from the 

sender is picked up by the receiver. The decrease in interference range is related to the amount 

of channel separation that exists between two neighboring POCs. To introduce our interference 

model for POCs, let us take a simple case where a sender node s is transmitting at channel 

is receiving at channel j. We define Th as the threshold that specifies the 

 for successful communication. Let Pt be the transmitted power of 

, the partially overlapped 

The first step in developing mechanisms which take advantage of the partial overlap is 
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the signal and Ds,u the physical distance between the sender and receiver, then under the two-

ray ground propagation model of [61]: 

	Bℎ < I-�,l.sNz
{P,|∝          (5.1) 

where K is a constant reflecting the effect of antenna gain and  channel attenuation, N is the 

ambient noise experienced by receiver u and α is the path loss exponent; ο(i,j) is simply the 

convolution of power spectrum densities (PSDs) of the transmission and reception channels 

and thus the extent of overlap between channels i and j. Therefore, Equation 5.1 indicates the 

possibility of correctly receiving a transmission on a partially overlapping channel j that was sent 

on channel i as long as the received power is above the threshold.  

Now we can define the POC interference range (adjacent channel interference range) 

between two nodes that are configured on two adjacent channels i and j as: 

GHa~-�, u. 
 � EI-�,l.sNzoJ Q
�
∝
        (5.2) 

whereEI-�,l.sNzoJ Q
�
∝
 is effectively the transmission range between two nodes and δ is the coefficient 

that characterizes the impact of channel separation on the interference range. (The authors of 

[48] have conducted an experimental study to calculate the values of δ under different channel 

separations and transmission bit rates in 802.11b networks.) Similarly, the co-channel 

interference range between two nodes configured on same channel can be defined as: 

HHa~-�, u. 
 EsNzoJQ
�
∝�ℎ��� 
 u       (5.3) 

Note that CCIR(i,j) is the regular interference range of a transmitting node typically 

taken as twice its transmission range.  
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We have sufficient background now to present our partially overlapped interference 

graph (POIG) model which is a weighted undirected interference graph and models an 802.11b 

based MRMC-WMN employing POCs. The basic idea is to assign weights to the edges of our 

interference graph in such a way that they represent the amount of adjacent or co-channel 

interference that exists between two radios configured on POCs belonging to neighboring 

nodes. 

We need to measure the adjacent channel interference by taking into account the 

amount of channel overlap between two radios on adjacent nodes together with the physical 

distance between the corresponding nodes. We consider a wireless mesh network with 

stationary wireless routers (nodes), where each node is equipped with a certain number of 

transceivers that can work on any channel provided by the IEEE 802.11b standard. For the 

sake of simplicity, we assume that all nodes transmit with the same transmission power. This 

type of mesh network can be modeled by an undirected graph G(V,E), where nodes are 

represented by the vertices V in the graph and the communication links between different nodes 

correspond to the set of edges E. Two nodes s and d are connected by a link l∈E if they are 

within the regular interference range of each other. The link weight w(l) is defined as: 

�-Y. 
 	 ���O-�,l.���O-�,l.         (5.4) 

where ACIR(i,j) is the interference range of a POC; it is always less than CCIR(i,i) which is the 

co-channel interference range. Thus, w(l)is always mapped to a real number between [0..1]. 

The link weight is the ratio of the adjacent channel interference range to the co-channel 

interference when both the channels are same. Hence, our weight function quantifies the 

physical distance separation between nodes along with the adjacent and co-channel 

interference among the radios in a mesh network.  
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We illustrate the concept of our POIG model in Figure 5.6. The wireless network in the 

figure has three nodes A, B and C, as shown in the communication graph (Figure 5.6 a). Node 

A has two radios indicated by the rectangular shapes on top of that node; nodes B and C have 

only one radio each. Figure 5.6 b) shows the partially overlapped interference graph G(V,E); 

each node's radio in the communication graph is represented by a vertex v∈V; an edge e∈E 

between two nodes exist in G if and only if  w(e)>0. In other words, if there is any interference 

between two radios in a network, it will be represented by a weighted edge in our interference 

graph with the weight showing the amount of interference experienced by these two radios 

based on the channel separation. If the two radios were on the same channel, then the edge 

weight would be 1, resulting in complete channel overlap and therefore maximum interference.  

Channel assignment (CA) problem.  Based on our POIG model, the CA problem can 

be stated as follows. To assign a POC to each link in the graph such that the channel 

separation between two adjacent links are maximized by choosing light weight links in the graph 

which would eventually results in reducing the overall network interference. Our objective 

therefore lies in minimizing the overall network interference which will result in an overall 

improved network capacity.  

Relationship with set-t-coloring. Our CA problem for MRMC-WMNs can also be 

modeled as a graph coloring problem, specifically a set-t-coloring problem [62] in which colors 

(channels) are assigned to a single vertex (with multiple radios) such that they enforce a certain 

distance (orthogonal means a channel separation of 5 in 802.11b) between radios of that vertex 

together with the constraint that the channel separation between adjacent vertices in the graph 

should not be less than their edge weight (should not belong to set T). This set-t-coloring 

formulation captures all the three types of interferences that typically exist in a MRMC-WMN, 

i.e., self-, co-channel and adjacent channel interference. In our POIG model, since an edge 
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weight represents the ratio of POC to co-channel interference, we can define a channel 

separation mapping function Cs,u between two vertices s and u from the weight function in 

Equation 5.4 as follows:  

HS,9�	 !		2																0 > �-Y. ≤ 0.5
5														0.5 > �-Y. ≤ 1 6       (5.5) 

[35] showed that two nodes configured on POC with channel separation larger than 2 

provide the same throughput as two orthogonal channels in 802.11b networks. Similarly, a 

channel separation of 5 means that the adjacent vertices should be assigned orthogonal 

channels. For our example (in Figure 5.6), we construct a set-t-coloring graph from the 

corresponding POIG graph as shown in Figure. 5.6 c). (The numbers inside the vertices 

correspond to radio ids.) The link weights in our interference graph are mapped to the channel 

numbers as link weights in the set-t-color graph. These channel numbers define the minimum 

separation that is required for a conflict free communication between two adjacent nodes. Note, 

that the channel set on top of the nodes avoids self-interference issue by implementing the 

constraint that no two radios on a single node can have partially overlapped channels. Finding 

solutions for the set-t-coloring problem is known to be NP-hard, therefore, an optimal solution of 

our channel assignment problem is also NP-hard. The focus of this chapter is therefore to 

define scalable and fault tolerant CA heuristics using POCs in MRMC-WMNs.  

 
Figure 5.6 POIG Model (a) Three node communication graph (b) partially overlapping 

interference graph (POIG) (c) set-t-coloring graph. 
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5.4. i-POCA - Channel Assignment Algorithm 

In this section, we propose i-POCA, a channel assignment algorithm which utilizes 

POCs. i-POCA makes full use of the whole available 802.11b spectrum by assigning non-

overlapping (orthogonal) and partially overlapped channels (non-orthogonal) to radios in order 

to minimize total network interference. We present two versions of i-POCA, the first is a 

centralized algorithm for channel assignment. The second algorithm is a distributed 

interference-aware partially overlapping channel assignment algorithm based on smart ants 

following the train we have established in the previous chapters.  

5.4.1 Centralized Algorithm (i-POCA-C) 

Centralized algorithms are (arguably) realistic in infrastructure WMNs where they are 

normally controlled by a single entity. The i-POCA-C algorithm consists of three components, 

namely interference graph (POIG) construction, link ordering and channel assignment. 

POIG construction. The first step of our centralized algorithm involves the construction 

of the partially overlapped interference graph (POIG). The interference graph of the whole 

network is constructed by a designated node (server) in the mesh network and each node 

measures the interference values for all channels supported by its radios and periodically sends 

this information to the server. The server first constructs the interference graph using the above 

information and then uses the interference estimates to assign weights to the edges in the 

graph (see Equation 5.4). 

Link ordering. After the construction of the POIG, the server arranges the 

communication links based on their weights. The main purpose of this component is to describe 
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in which priority the links should be assigned channels. The links are arranged in the 

descending order of link weight values. 

Channel assignment. Finally, the last component of the centralized CA algorithm 

assigns channels to the links of the interference graph (POIG). We use a greedy strategy of 

selecting the channels based on the link weights in the graph. The server assigns a particular 

channel to a link using the channel separation mapping function described in Equation 5.5. Note 

that with this type of channel assignment, if the link weight is high (since they are already 

ordered in descending order), orthogonal channels are being assigned first and when they are 

exhausted then partial overlap channels are assigned by the algorithm. This would eventually 

result in less interference and increased channel utilization.  

The pseudo-code for the centralized CA algorithm using POCs is shown in Algorithm 1. 

Line 3 is responsible to order the edges according to the edge weights in descending fashion. 

Lines 5-9 encode the assignment of channels to the edges based on their weight (by first trying 

to assign any free orthogonal channel to the link, if it succeeds then it moves to the next edge, 

otherwise it will pick a POC).  

5.4.2 Distributed Algorithm (i-POCA-D) 

i-POCA-D performs the channel assignment with the help of smart ants. There are a 

number of ACO approaches that have been proposed for solving optimization problems but to 

the best of our knowledge our proposed distributed interference-aware CA algorithm is among 

the first works that investigates the use of smart ants in MRMC-WMNs and demonstrates a 

possible performance advantage. 
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Algorithm 1: i-POCA-C 

1: Let          E={e|e∈POIG} 

2: Let         K= C
o
 U C

p
 List of all available channels  

where    C
o
 ={ c1, c2, ..., cn}          List of free orthogonal channels 

and        C
p
 ={ c1, c2, ..., cm}         List of free (POCs) 

3: Order_Link(E) 

4: while sizeof(E) > 0 do 

5:      E = removeHead(E) 

6:      If w(e) > 0.5 then   

7:           e ← c∈ C
o
        assign orthogonal channel c from the set of free channels to the 

edge, making the channel separation either one of these c+5,c,c-5    

8:      Else   

9:           e ← c∈C
p
        assign POC c  to the edge, making the channel separation either 

one of these c+δ,c,c- δ 

10: end while 

 

The above proposed POIG model needs to be derived based on the communication 

topology, therefore, the first step in designing a distributed channel assignment algorithm is to 

build the interference graph which can be constructed only based on local topology information. 

Next we explain how this local interference graph is constructed in our distributed i-POCA 

algorithm.  

Each node computes its local interference graph by periodically sending small control 

packets, i.e., smart ants to its two-hop neighbors. The ants contain the connectivity and all 

channel interference information that a particular node has measured so far. Based on this 

information, nodes construct their local view of the network in the form of partially overlapped 

interference graph (POIG). After the construction of the POIG, nodes generate special ants 

called channel ants whose role is to iteratively assign POCs to nodes of the interference graph 
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by traversing a path with the objective of minimizing the local network interference at each 

iteration. At any node i, channel-ant k selects the next node to assign POCs according to a 

probabilistic decision rule which is a function of a local pheromone value (maintained by node i) 

and a heuristic. Equation 6 shows the probability with which ant k performs the transition from 

node i to node j:  

��,l� 
 d�:,te�.d�:,te�

∑ d�:,�e�.d�:,�e��∈<�
        (5.6) 

where εi,j is the value of the pheromone intensity associated with the edges and wi,j is the local 

heuristic calculated a priori; wi,j indeed represents the link weights in the interference graph 

which models the adjacent channel interference between the two nodes on both ends of the link 

together with the physical separation of these nodes. αand β are two parameters which 

determine the relative influence of the pheromone intensity and the link weight respectively; Nk 

is the list of neighbors of node i that ant k has not visited yet. Channel-ants keep record of the 

POCs that they assigned to the nodes so far in a list (also called a tabu list) which will help in 

making sure that a channel does not get re-assigned a second time during the ants’ travel.   

After a channel-ant completes its channel assignment path, it triggers the update of 

pheromone values according to the quality of the constructed solution in terms of how much 

interference it has successfully minimized. However, before describing the pheromone update 

process we need to define what a pheromone trail is. Our definition of pheromone trail relies on 

the fact that a trail should correctly integrate the edge weight estimates calculated by our 

interference model into the pheromone table entries. This will reduce interference with respect 

to the channel assignment process.  

Let us denote the channel separation between two radios belonging to two neighboring 

nodes, assigned on POCs by a recent channel-ant k as Sk; then: 
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��,l� 
 0.5	 × E �
��Q         (5.7) 

where εl
i,j now represents the new pheromone trail belonging to link l between node i and j. It 

depicts the reinforcement value that will be added to the pheromone table; it is proportional to 

how wide the channel separation is. The channel separation can be calculated using Equation 

5.5. Now, the pheromone values can be updated as: 

��,l = -� − �.��,l +	∑ ��,l����        (5.8) 

where ρ∈(0,1) is the evaporation rate of previous pheromone trails and N is the number of 

channel ants used in the algorithm. The probability of selecting a particular node for channel 

assignment changes over time according to a pheromone trail factor, which is determined by 

the quality of the previous solutions. 

i-POCA-D is summarized in Algorithm 2. Each channel ant belonging to a node in a 

mesh network performs the following task locally in a cooperative manner to support the global 

optimal partially overlapped channel assignment problem. 

Algorithm 2: i-POCA-D 

1: Construct "Local" partially overlapped interference graph (POIG)  

2: Initialize the pheromone trails of each edge by a constant   

3: Repeat 

4:      Move to the next node according to probability function (pheromone table) 

Among all the node's outgoing links (i,j) from the list, choose the one to assign channel 

that produces largest decrease in local interference. 

5:      For each edge do 

6:           Update the pheromone intensity using the pheromone updating rule in Equation 8 

7:      End for    

8: Until a maximum number of iterations in terms of channel ant generation is achieved    
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5.5. Performance Evaluation 

In this section we show simulation results to evaluate both versions of our i-POCA 

algorithms, i.e., i-POCA-C and i-POCA-D. We compare the performance of our proposed 

schemes to a centralized channel assignment algorithm using only orthogonal channels (C-3 

channels) and with CAEPO [63] which utilizes both orthogonal and overlapping channels for 

channel assignment. Briefly, in CAEPO, each node has two radios, one is fixed and the other 

one can be switched to different channels depending upon the traffic characteristics. Basically, it 

consists of a metric to calculate interference and that metric is then used to assign channels to 

the links with the objective of minimizing network interference. 

The goals of our evaluations are to quantify i) the effectiveness of the interference-

aware partially overlapping channel assignment algorithm in mitigating interference and ii) the 

benefit of using POCs over orthogonal channels. In particular, we study the impact of i-POCA in 

improving throughput in an 802.11b based MRMC-WMN. The algorithms are compared in terms 

of their performance in network throughput, packet delivery ratio and channel utilization ratio. 

Our simulations were performed using ns-2. Each of our depicted data points is an average 

over enough simulation runs to claim a 95% confidence that the relative error is less than 5%.  

Like in previous chapters, in our simulations, all flows are destined to multiple gateway 

nodes. IEEE 802.11b is used as the wireless technology. We randomly generate networks of 

size 1000m x 1000m each having 20 nodes. All nodes in our studies are equipped with one to 

three radios. We generate a certain number of UDP flows on the network destined to 3 gateway 

nodes. The packet size in all the flows is fixed to 512 bytes. For our distributed smart ant based 

channel assignment algorithm (i-POCA-D), the values of parameter α and β are set to be 2 and 

9 respectively. The evaporation rate ρ is set to ρ=0.2, channel-ants are generated at a rate of 5 

ants per second and the algorithm terminates after 20 iterations. 



 

 

Figure 5.7 shows the network throughput of the various schemes as a function of load 

on the network. We can observe that b

outperform the other schemes. In particular, 

throughput than its orthogonal and CAEPO counterpart respectively. The reason for this 

performance improvement lies in the intelligent interference modeling of our proposed algorithm 

in the form of partially overlapped interference g

better than CAEPO and C-3,it (expectedly) underperforms

this slightly degraded performance of our smart ant based algorithm is because of its 

computational complexity in calculating 

message exchange in terms of smart ant generations, and assignment of POCs to radios by 

channel ants would naturally eat network resources that could have been used 

traffic. We will see this pattern of lower 

simulation results also.  

Figure 5.7 Network throughput
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Figure 5.8 Packet delivery ratio
 

Finally, we will use a metric called channel utilization ratio which is defined as the 

fraction of the number of radios configured to a particular channel to the total number of 

in the MRMC-WMN. Figure 5.9

It is evident that i-POCA-C&D and CAEPO utilize more channels more uniformly than C
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efficient allocation of partially overlapped channels minimizes the interference resulting in more 
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which only uses three orthogonal channels. Based on the other results we can conclude th

efficient allocation of partially overlapped channels minimizes the interference resulting in more 
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that when there are less number of nodes in the network, assigning 

much performance advantage unlike when the number of nodes 
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POCA algorithm or any other partially overlapping channel assignment algorithm can 

truly appreciated when the nodal density is high (as is a typical WMN). 
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IN this chapter, we proposed a POC based channel assignment algorithm called 

POCA for interference avoidance in IEEE 802.11b based MRMC

overlapped interference graph (POIG) model is presented 

interference that is typical in MRMC

and a distributed version of i-POCA employing smart ants for assigning POCs to radios with the 

objective of minimizing overall network interference. Our simulation results show

using POCs can reach better throughputs than 
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5.6. Conclusion 

e proposed a POC based channel assignment algorithm called 

POCA for interference avoidance in IEEE 802.11b based MRMC-WMNs. A novel partially 

overlapped interference graph (POIG) model is presented with the goal of capturing

in MRMC-WMNs. Based on this model, we designed a centralized 

POCA employing smart ants for assigning POCs to radios with the 

objective of minimizing overall network interference. Our simulation results showed

reach better throughputs than other existing channel assignment schemes. 

e proposed a POC based channel assignment algorithm called i--

WMNs. A novel partially 

ing all types of 

. Based on this model, we designed a centralized 

POCA employing smart ants for assigning POCs to radios with the 

ed that i-POCA 

existing channel assignment schemes.  
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Routing in WMNs has been an active area of research for the last several years. Most of the 

traffic in a WMN usually flows between regular nodes and a few Internet gateways (i.e., rarely end-to-end 

between regular nodes). This can result in an uneven loading of links and can cause certain paths to be 

saturated. Similarly, due to the shared nature of the wireless medium, nodes compete with each other to 

access the medium resulting in possible interference. There are two typical types of interferences in a 

MRMC-WMN, namely: i) intra-flow interference: nodes on the path of the same flow compete with each 

other to access the wireless channel, and ii) inter-flow interference: this occurs when neighboring nodes 

carrying different flows compete for channel access when they transmit on the same channel. Both intra- 

and inter-flow interferences can severely affect network behavior.  

We therefore, have addressed the problem of packet routing for interference avoidance in 

infrastructure mesh networks and designed a novel routing algorithm to incorporate techniques that 

specifically address these unique characteristics of WMNs. The result was AMIRA, an interference-aware 

routing protocol designed to improve load balancing by avoiding interference in a typical single radio 

single channel mesh backbone network. AMIRA, enables the use of smart ants acting as intelligent 

agents to probabilistically and concurrently perform the routing and data forwarding. AMIRA relied on a 

local heuristic technique to avoid interference among packet flows. This custom designed local heuristic 

technique employs MAC level information to measure link qualities which helps selecting reduced 

interference paths, thus resulting in improved load balancing. One of the salient features of our proposed 

routing algorithm was that it is among the first works studying the use of such biology inspired agents for 

efficient packet routing in wireless mesh networks (most previous research on ant-based routing was 
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targeted at wired packet data networks and mobile ad-hoc networks). We studied the stability of AMIRA, 

i.e., how quickly it adapts itself to the changing dynamics of the network. Our research work showed that 

AMIRA quickly converges to the best path when traffic characteristics change. Also, our results 

demonstrated that under congestion, AMIRA achieves increased throughput and lower end-to-end delay 

when compared to other existing routing protocols (because of its interference aware technique and 

stochastic data forwarding nature). 

One of the limitations of AMIRA was that it was designed for single radio, single channel WMNs 

and therefore, it only took care of the inter-flow interference. Thus, we extended our work and developed 

a forwarding architecture that is designed for both single and multiple radio infrastructure WMNs which 

can incorporate both inter- and intra-flow interferences. This lead to the introduction of AntMesh, a 

distributed interference-aware data forwarding architecture based on smart ants, with a built in novel 

routing metric called Ant Routing Metric (ARM). ARM is used as the optimization criterion when 

determining the best path in a mesh network. The rationale behind the development of ARM was based 

on the observation that most existing routing metrics for mesh networks were designed to tackle only a 

particular problem in WMN routing. For example, metrics like ETX and  ETT were targeted for single radio 

mesh networks. Although MIC and iAware metrics were designed for multi radio WMNs and can handle 

both inter- and intra-flow interference, these metrics suffer from scalability issues because of their 

complexity in capturing the interference and therefore are not suitable for large scale mesh deployments. 

Thus, our goal was to design a metric that can capture the complex interaction between inter- and intra-

flow interference while being simple, robust, and scalable at the same time. The ARM metric’s sole 

purpose was to effectively utilize the space/channel diversity typically common in infrastructure WMNs.  

One interesting result of our investigation was that AntMesh has the capability to discover high 

throughput paths with less inter- and intra-flow interference while conventional wireless network routing 

protocols and metrics fail to do so. This conclusion was based on extensive evaluation and testing of 
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AntMesh under various network scenarios, i.e., in both fixed and mobile node WMNs. The obtained 

results showed AntMesh's advantages, making it a valuable candidate to operate in MRMC mesh 

networks. 

We then turned our attention to partially overlapping channels (POCs) for interference avoidance 

in the context of 802.11 b/g based MRMC-WMNs. Our basic idea was to make the whole wireless 

spectrum available to nodes for channel selection based on the interference each channel is 

experiencing. Partially overlapped channels can be used when performing channel assignment, not only 

to increase spatial reuse but also to increase network capacity in terms of throughput (and therefore 

achieving more efficient spectrum utilization). 

Previously, an algorithm for channel assignment based solely on orthogonal channels had to deal 

with only one type of interference, i.e., co-channel interference. However, one of the major issues in 

designing efficient channel assignment schemes using POCs is the adjacent channel interference, which 

is the interference experienced by two neighboring nodes configured on partially overlapping adjacent 

channels. Similarly, nodes equipped with multiple radios in a typical MRMC-WMNs also suffer from self-

interference which means that parallel communication cannot be achieved among multiple radios 

installed on a node, unless they are configured to orthogonal channels. The first step in developing a 

mechanism which can take advantage of the partial overlap is to build a model that captures this overlap 

in a quantitative fashion. Therefore, we proposed the partial overlapped interference graph (POIG) model, 

which is a weighted undirected interference graph (thus it can model an 802.11b based MRMC-WMN 

employing partially overlapped channels). The basic idea of our proposed POIG model is to assign 

weights to the edges of an interference graph in such a way that they represent the amount of 

interference (adjacent or co-channel) that exists between two radios configured on POCs belonging to 

neighboring nodes. Our custom designed weight function captures both these interference effects of POC 

and the corresponding physical distance between mesh nodes operating on those adjacent channels.  
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After proposing the POIG graph, we designed i-POCA; a channel assignment scheme which 

enables the use of smart ants for assigning orthogonal and partially overlapped channels (non-

orthogonal) to radios in order to minimize total network interference and also to fully utilize the available 

802.11b/g spectrum in a mesh network. We presented two versions of our i-POCA algorithm, i.e., 

centralized (i-POCA-C) and distributed (i-POCA-D). We compared our proposed POC-based channel 

assignment algorithm with other existing partially overlapped channel assignment techniques and found 

that our scheme performed well in terms of throughput and channel utilization. This was mainly due to the 

efficient allocation of partially overlapped channels resulting in more parallel communication. We argued 

that this indirectly validates that our proposed POIG model captures the interferences quite accurately, 

most of the time. 

Future research plans revolve around the design, development and deployment of WMNs. In 

particular, our objectives are not limited to designing routing and channel assignment schemes for 

wireless mesh networks, (although this certainly remains a challenge), but we also plan to work on other 

challenging problems in several existing technologies such as Wi-Fi (based on IEEE802.11), and WiMAX 

(based on IEEE802.16). Furthermore, we plan on deploying a real WMN testbed on which our proposed 

solutions can be more thoroughly and realistically tested. 
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